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Kentuckians stillsupport KERA

INSIDE.
A live, professional
production of "The
Magical Land of
Oz" will be featured Sept. 21 in
the Murray Middle
School auditorium.
Page 5

SPORTS:
The Calloway
County boys golf
team eased by Fulton City in a match
Wednesday while
the Lady Lakers
struggled without
their top player.
Page 5

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentuckians support for the
state's new education reform act
is still strong, but is declining,
according to a series of surveys
by the University of Kentucky.
"... Support fbr the Kentucky
Education Reform Act has
declined since we first asked this
question in a survey in 1990,"
Mark Berger, a UK economics
professor, said Wednesday as the
survey results were released.
The most recent of the surveys,
conducted in May 1992 and
involving a random sample of

664 Kentuckians from across the
state, also showed that:
*About 40 percent who are aware
of the KERA-mandated elimination of grade-level designations
for children in grades kindergarten through third grade believe
that schools will improve because
of the change.
.More than two-thirds believe
KERA will increase students'
competitiveness in the job
market.
*Two-thirds believe that schoolbased council will lead to
improved decisions.
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Support for school reform was
strong among Kentuckians, but it

strongest in central Kentucky,
and weakest in northern
Kentucky.
In general, most Kentuckians
believe that schools will make
good use of any extra money they
receive because of KERA, the
researchers found.
Among the other findings in
the most recent survey was that
three-fourths of the respondents
familiar with changed testing procedures associated with KERA
support them, but many are concerned that students will be tested
too often.

University
celebrates
THURSDAY founding
September 17
By GINA HANCOCK

WORLD

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

BRUSSELS — The lofty goal
of European economic and
political union seemed far. off
today as Italy joined Britain in
abandoning the European
Community's stabilization system and Spain devalued its
paseta. Page 3

STATE
LOUISVILLE — The Kentucky Medical Association has
voted to oppose Gov. Brereton
Jones' proposed 2 percent tax
on doctors to. fund his healthcare reform plan. Page 3

SPORTS
Two Murray State professors
and 'one student closed out the
year's triathlon season by
competing in five triathlons in
two days last weekend. Page
10

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The U.S.
trade deficit surged to $7.82
billion in July, the highest
level in 20 months, as a big
drop in overseas sales of commercial aircraft sent exports
down for the fourth time in
five months. Page 2

FORECAST
night: Mostly cloudy with a
percent chance of showers.
Low 65 to 70. South wind 5 to
10 mph. Friday: Thunderstorms likely. The high around
80. Chance of rain 60 percent.
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LAKE LEVELS

For one of the recipients of the
1992 Golden Horseshoe Award,
it has been 56 years since he graduated from Murray State
University.
Yet it's as if Owen Billington,
along with the other three award
winners, has neyer left the Murray campus.
The four alumni were recognized Wednesday at the Founders' Day convocation at MSU.
Billington, of Murray, holds a
degree in geography and math.
Having served in both the state
house of representatives and
senate, he was instrumental in
having the school's name
changed from college to university in 1966.
"I can never, never repay Murray State for what it has done for
me and mine. The quality of life
we have received can never be
evaluated," said Billington upon
receiving the award.
Former co-owner of Murray
Insurance Agency, Billington is a
life member of the MSU Alumni
Association as well as of the
President's Club and MSU Athletic Association.
Along with Dan Shipley, he
endowed the Billington-Shipley
Scholarship for agri-business
majors.
A newly appointed member of
the MSU board of regents, Marilyn Reed Buchanon is a 1973
graduate. The Grand Rivers resident graduated from the school
with a degree in secretarial
science.
"Murray State gave me the
tools necessary to enhance my
journey through life. I want to
accept the award on behalf of my
entire family because whatever
we've accomplished, we've done
it together," said Buchanon.
She is a former member of the
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Report assails state's inaction on abused children
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The number of children reported
as abused or neglected increased
almost 26 percent in Kentucky
between 1988-92, while the number of social workers assigned to
protect the children increased
minimally, a report said.
"It appears Kentucky is
repeating some of the very same
mistakes it made in the early
1980s, when an under-funded

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — showed that Kentucky had the
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In 1988, the state had about

effect that the state's education
reform program, passed the same
year, might have had on the dropout rate.
The national dropout rate was
11.2 percent.
The rate varied widely among
the state's 120 counties, ranging
from 5.6 percent in Ballard County in western Kentucky to 47.9

percent in Menifee County in the

east.

The statistics surprised and
alarmed Kentucky school officials who insisted they had made
improvements. The report was
the first time the Education
Department included dropout
rates for states, counties and
large cities.
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Postmaster enjoys
uniqueness ofjob

INDEX

10 SUBSCRIBE: /53-1916
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• •• •
Regular oMce hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

child-protective-service system
nearly collapsed," before it was
overhauled in 1986, said David
Richart, executive director of
Kentucky Youth Advocates.
The KYA today was to release
an analysis of state records on
social workers' caseloads during
the four-year period. A warning
accompanying the report said
Kentucky cannot guarantee that
abused and neglected children

Kentucky ninth in national dropout rates
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of the Founders' Day convocation Wednesday. Murray State was
Murray State faculty members enter Lovett Auditorium at the start
members and 200 students. Today over 8,000 students, 350
founded as Murray Normal School in September, 1923 with nine faculty
community.
faculty members and over 1,000 employees comprise the MSU

By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger I Timm Staff Writer

Ask Murray's postmaster the
one thing he enjoys most about
his job and he'll tell you he likes
its uniqueness.
"I guess my favorite job has
been being postmaster. A lot of
stress comes with it, but there's
only one postmaster in a community, so it's a real honor,"
Ronnie G. Hubbard said.
Hubbard, who has been postmaster here since March 25,
1989, officially announced lis
retirement to co-workers
Wednesday.
Postal officials from Evansville, Ind., and Louisville were in
attendance not only to congratulate Hubbard, but to also present
him with the Fred Nahm Award.
"All rural carriers and manaCYRUS APZALI/Ledger & rakes photo
in the Louisville division,
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Wednesday with his which includes practically the
cake
ment
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Murray Postmaster Ronnie G. Hubba
whole state and more than 900
wife Mary Sue and his as. Justin.

a

post offices and 3,500 rural carriers, are eligible for the award.
Criteria include demonstrating
commitments to the quality of
work life and to the employee
involvement process, not only in
the Murray post office, but contributions that the individual has
made throughout the division,"
said Larry Howell, the Evansville, Ind., sectional center manager/
postmaster, whose territory
includes Murray.
Hubbard, whose last day is Friday, Oct. 2, decided to take
advantage of the early retirement
offers initiated when Marvin
Runyon became the U.S. postmaster general, who has said one
of his top priorities is decreasing
the agency's management ranks.
"I'm still young enough to
market myself for another job
somewhere. We have a lot of
young people (in the postal ser(Coned on page 2)
tr
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Trade deficit surges to highest level in'20 months
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. trade deficit surged to $7.82
billion in July, the highest level
in 20 months, as a big drop in
overseas sales of commercial aircraft sent exports down for the
fourth time in five months.
The Commerce Department
said the July deficit was 16.2 percent higher than a $6.73 billion
June imbalance and was the
worst since November 1990. It
marked the third time in four
months that the overall deficit
has widened as exports declined.
In advance, economists expected

a July trade gap of between $7
billion and $7.25 billion.
Last year, during the worst of
the recession, trade was one of
the few areas of economic
strength, with the deficit shrinking to an eight-year low of $65.4
billion.
But, during the first seven
months of this year, the deficit
was running at a $74.5 billion
annual rate. Many analysts expect
the imbalance will deteriorate
further during the second half of
1992 and top $80 billion by the
end of the year.

That's bad news for President
Bush, who has been using trade
as a campaign theme, touting in
particular the recently negotiated
North American Free Trade
Agreement, which if ratified
would create a free trade zone
stretching from Mexico's Yucatan peninsula to Canada's Yukon
wilderness.
Growing economic weakness
among U.S. trading partners, particularly Japan and Western Europe, is expected to cause further
declines in exports, although that
may be partly offset by suong

sales to developing nations, particularly Mexico.
In July, exports fell 2.2 percent
from a record $38.2 billion. The
decline was led by a huge $898
million drop in sales of civilian
aircraft, a sector that's very volatile from month to month. There
also were substantial declines in
exports of chemicals, oil drilling
equipment and computers.
U.S. farm sales, however,
improved 10.6 percent to $3.43
billion, pulled up by better soybean and wheat exports.

First-time unemployment
claims jump to 400,000

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross Insurance
Agency

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
number of Americans filing firsttime claims for unemployment
insurance jumped to 400,000 in
early September, the highest level
in four weeks, the government
reported today.
Analysts had said in advance
the increase would reflect in part
the impact of a strikeat a General Motors parts plant and the loss.
of jobs caused by Hurricane
Andrew.
The Labor Department said
new applications for jobless benefits increased by 6,000 during
the week ended Sept. 5. Thirtyfive states and territories posted
increases while 18 reported lower
claims:
The number of claims fell by a
record 91,000, from- 474,000 to
383,000, during the week ended
Aug. 15. That was the first time
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753-2350
ohmpic Plaza
Hwy 441

it dipped below 400,000 since
382,000 applications were filed
during the week of Oct. 6, 1990.
They rose to 386,000 the following week and to 394,000 during the week ended Aug. 29.
Claims had been held down by
the hurricane in the Aug. 29
reporting period because the
storm had forced the closing of
several Florida unemployment
offices. In the latest period, however, Florida reported 2,553 layoffs, due in part to the reopening
of the closed unemployment
offices.
At the same time, four states
reported new claims totaling
more than 1,000 that included
layoffs in the automobile industry. The GM strike in Ohio had
caused plants to close in other
states because of parts shortages.

SUSPECT IN KNIFE ATTACH ARRESTED

Danny VIbbert, 24, of Rt. 1 Murray was arrested Wednesday afternoon by
members of the Calloway County Sheriff's Dept. on a warrant charging him
with first dew*. assault, wanton endangerment second degree and fourth
degree assault. According to reports, the charges were filed in connection
with an incident on Friday night at a residence south of Coldwater. Sheriff's
Dept. personnel said Melissa Cheek and Kenneth Clark, both also of Rt. 1
Murray, and Vibbert were at the residence when Yibbert began beating
Cheek. Clark reportedly'intervoned, and Vibbert left, but returned a short
time later with a butcher knife and attacked Clark, causing injuries to the
chest, back, side and thumb. According to the report, Cheek was also
assaulted during this time but was not cut. Cheek and Clark were able to
disarm Vibbert, who fled from the residence and remained at large until
Wednesday afternoon. Clark's wounds were described as 'mostly superficial.' Vibbert was charged with wanton endangerment second degree and
fourth degree assault for his, alleged attack of Cheek, and first degree
assault in connection with the assault on Clark. He was placed in Calloway
County Jail under a $1.000 cash bond and a $10,000 cash bond.

CITIZENS WARNED OF CREDIT CARD SCAM

Local law enforcement officials are warning residents about an ongoing credit card scam in Calloway County. Calloway County Sheriff J.D. Williams
said he was notified that residents are receiving calls from persons claiming
to be representatives of Sears, Roebuck and Co. He said the callers are
asking people for-their Social Security numbers and what bank they do business with. I called Sears and they said they don't do business like that. We
wanted to warn everyone not to give any information over the phone,' Williams said.

STATE POLICE LOCATES BODY IN MARSHALL COUNTY
The Kentucky State Police located the remains of a body Wednesday at
approximately 11:50 a.m. in a shallow grave in a wooded area of Marshall
County approximately one mile north of Possum Trot. Trooper. Chuck
Robertson, public affairs officer for the Mayfield post, said the remains were
located by a state police canine unit specially trained in locating bodies. The
••. was flown in from the Harlan state police post Tuesday to Veatch for the
•• y. State Medical Examiner Dr. Mark LeN/aughn and Marshall County
Coroner Jerry Bennett removed the remains and sent them to the regional
crime lab in Madisonville for further investigation. State police from the Mayfield post received information through another investigation that led them to
the area where the remains were found. Robertson said they think the body
had been there about 2% months. The investigation into the incident is
continuing.

ARRESTS MADE IN CONNECTION WITH FIRES
Three persons were arrested by the Kentucky State Police and the Ballard
County Sheriff's Department as a result of an ongoing investigation into a
rash of fires in the Ballard County area over the past 18 months. According
to reports, the arrests were made by Ballard County Sheriff Herby Vance
and Richard Hartz, state police arson investigator, after warrants were
issued. The three people arrested were Paul Tucker, 22, Vassar Street,
Paducah; Angela Tucker, 21, same address; and Rodney Cooley, 19, Rt. 1,
Barlow. Paul Tucker was charged with second degree arson, Angela Tucker
with complicity to commit second degree arson and Cooley was charged
with second degree arson. The investigation is continuing and other arrests
are pending.

Legislature may not mandate coverage for all employers
DONUTS ARE STILL MADE
ONE AT A TIME!
$200
A Dozen or VII.

Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — An
influential senator predicts the
General Assembly will be unwilling to require all employers to
furnish health insurance.
"I'm not going to vote for
anything that says every employer has to pay for health insurance
for their workers," Sen. Benny
Ray Bailey, chairman of the
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provide at least basic coverage
for all workers.
Bailey, D-Hindman, unveiled
an alternative Wednesday at a
meeting of the commission's benefits committee, of which he is
chairman. It was a rate schedule
under which the state would subsidize employer costs, depending
on worker income.
It wasn't clear where the
money would come from, and the
committee decided to take up the

plan next week. Bailey said he
just wanted "to get the ball
rolling."
"I did this because I'd like ...
small businesses not to get scared
to death," he said.
Meanwhile, another battle front
took shape within the commission Wednesday over the degree
to which people should be allowed to choose doctors or servi:es
if the state is guaranteeing
coverage.

University celebrates..

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

30 I ree-sianding

Senate Health and Welfare Committee, said Wednesday.
Neither will many other legislators, Bailey said after a meeting of the Commission for Health
Care Reform, which Gov. Brereton Jones appointed to draft
legislation for a new health-care
system.
Jones has given the commission a plan based on health insurance coverage for every Kentuckian. It called for employers to

By CHARLES WOLFE

F.

(Coned from page 1)
board of trustees of the MSU
Foundation. She is also a member
of the President's Club and a life
member of the Alumni
Association.
Along with her brother, David
Reed, Buchanon made the largest
private gift ever to MSU. She has
provided financial support for the
libraries, the National Boy Scout
Museum, endowed chair and eminent scholar in applied ecosystems science and the College of
Business and Public Affairs.
A 1939 MSU graduate, LeRoy

Offerman, of Evansville, holds a
music education degree.
He has been a member of the
MSU Foundation board of trustees since 1978. He is also a life
member of the Alumni
Association.
Offerman has been an active
member of the Evansville alumni
chapter. He has performed with
and directed the Alumni Big
Band. In 1990, he worked to provide new uniforms for the marching band.
The 1992 Grand Marshal of the
Homecoming parade, Tommy

Walker is a 1947 graduate in
agriculture.
"1 can never repay Murray
State for everything it has done
for me. I came here by accident,"
said Walker.
He was the first person from
Brownsville, Tenn., to attend
Murray State.
Walker is a member of the
MSU Alumni Association. He is
serving his third term on the
association's executive council
and is a member of the MSU
Athletic Association and the "M"
Club.
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years
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Hubbard said he would like to
sor at Bowling Green, his hometown. After leaving that job, he
served as superintendent of postal
operations at Hopkinsville and
was postmaster at Morganfield
141
for five years. He has served just
over 27 years in the federal
government.
Hubbard said the selection process for a new postmaster
•
involves sending an announce-

ca

,

ment and allowing employees to
submit applications that are evaluated by a review board which
cuts the list down to three narlts.
The board sends the names' to
Howell, who forwards his recommendation to Jim Syers, the
Louisville division manager.
Upon Syers' approval, the selection is sent to Washington where
ultimate approval is given by the
postmaster general.
Hubbard may be leaving his
present job, but he doesn't plan
to move anytime soon.
"We're going to make Murray
our home," he said.
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Fawnwood
Lovely 2 BR, 2 BA lake area
home on 2.4 wooded acres, extensive decking, huge kitchen,
some cherry floors, many recant
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KMA votes to oppose
tax for health care pPan

News of the World
ABANDONING THE EC MONEY SYSTEM

BRUSSELS — The lofty goal of Eurvean economic and political union
seemed far off today as Italy loined Britain in abandoning the European
Community's currency stabilization system and Spain devalued its peseta.
After Britain's failed attempts Wednesday to prop up a plummeting pound by
raising interest rates, the community's central bank directors met in
emergency session to try to salvage the system that binds their countries'
currencies. In effect, Britain and Italy were allowing the value of the pound
and bra, at least temporarily, to be dictated by the global currency market.
Eerging from a six-hour overnight meeting, the EC financial officers
anribunced the moves by Italy and Spain and stressed in a statement their
"unanimous commitment to the European Monetary System as a key factor
of economic stability and prosperity in Europe."

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Medical Association has voted to oppose Gov.
Brereton Jones' proposed 2 percent tax on doctors to fund his
health-care reform plan.
"We believe lawyers, accountants and engineers who have
similar incomes (as doctors)
should share dye same burden,"
Dr. Andrew Pulito of Fayette
County said.
The KMA adopted the resolution opposing the tax by voice
vote Wednesday night, shortly
after Jones made a 10-minute
plea for support.
Jones, making his first public
appearance since the Aug. 7 crash
of the state helicopter, left the
meeting room before the vote. He
said later he was not discouraged.
.• "As they look at the overall
picture and begin to see that

BUSH SHOULD GET CABLE BILL SOON

WASHINGTON— Congress is likely soon to send President Bush a bill that
responds to a multitude of customer complaints about the cost and quality of
cable television. The legislation was expected to be approved today by the
House, followed shortly by the Senate. The cable industry has campaigned
relentlessly against the measure, saying in newspaper and cable channel
ads that it would raise costs that would have to be passed on to customers.
"Some in the cable industry must feel that if you tell the big lie often enough
and loudly enough, somebody will start to believe it," said Rep. Edward
Markey, 0-Mass., sponsor of the legislation in the House.

AMERICANS BELIEVE TAXES WILL BE RAISED

NEW YORK — Most Americans believe it's likely that either President Bush
or Bill Clinton would raise their taxes if elected in November, an Associated
Press poll found. President Bush suggested a 1 percentage point acrossthe-board tax reduction would be possible if Congress approved his proposed $130 billion in spending cuts. Democrats in Congress have balked at
many of the spending cuts, and 79 percent of those polled said they
regarded Bush's idea as "just politics." The poll shows people are confused
about Bush's position, with 38 percent saying he, again, is promising no
new taxes and another 38 percent saying he is refusing to make such a
promise. Most of the rest are uncertain, even though Bush repeatedly says
he wants to lower taxes. If Bush is re-elected, 56 percent think he is likely to
raise their taxes, compared with 27 percent who think taxes will be
unchanged and an optimistic 6 percent who foresee lower taxes.

Murray

BARKING SANDS, Hawaii — A surfer rode the waves and people played
golf nearby as troops stormed ashore with relief supplies for hurricaneravaged Kauai. The USS Belleau Wood, an amphibious assault ship,
cruised offshore Wednesday while landing craft and helicopters ferried
trucks, bulldozers, portable toilets, water purification equipment and food to
victims of Hurricane lniki. "This ship is doing what it was designed to do, but
in this case we're doing it in a friendly manner," said Army Maj. Joe MacDonald. MacDonald is part of Joint Task Force Garden Isle, comprising more
than 1,400 Navy, Marine and Army personnel hellbent on helping the
island's 50,000 residents after Friday's hurricane destroyed 10,000 homes
and damaged 70 resort hotels.

SEPTEMBER 15-19
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The KMA resolution said it
would vigorously oppose "any
kind of funding plan that singles
out physicians." and that it
would work for a broad-based
funding plan.
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In his speech, Jones vowed to
hold the special session on
health-care reform in November,
even though some legislators
have said they will not be ready
by then to vote on his plan. Jones
wants to extend insurance coverage to all Kentuckians. The provider tax would apply to hospitals, nursing homes and pharmacies as well as physicians.
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HITTING THE BEACH AT KAUAI

everyone will be asked to do
something, I would hope that
they would reconsider," he said.
Jones pledged to negotiate with
the 4,000-member association to
get them to change their minds.
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STORM SPAWNS GENEROSITY OF SPIRIT

HOMESTEAD, Fla. — Hundreds of unsung heroes north, south, east and
west are rallying around Hurricane Andrew's victims with a benevolent
embrace. "We all got so much and they got so little," said one of the hurricane heroes, Milton Mintz, an Atlantic City, N.J., casino doctor who normally
tends to high-stakes gamblers. In its fury, Andrew also unleashed America's
generosity of spirit, that instinctiveness to help people in need, to do the
right thing. Andrew was the worst natural disaster in American history, but it
brought out the best in people. Americans said they couldn't believe the
devastation. And no wonder. More than 100,000 homes were destroyed or
damaged, a quarter of a million people left homeless. One moment, Americans were watching this on television. The next, they were here pitching in
for Operation Florida Mercy, the recovery. Whatever their motives, be it
guilt, sympathy, adventure, Christian or other moral or spiritual beliefs,
Americans sacrificed the comforts of their own homes for the mud, mosquitoes and heat ofTent cities. They came by car, truck and plane. Many paid
their own way. Some gave up their vacations. They were as merciful and as
selfless as Andrew was cruel, sheltering the homeless, feeding the hungry,
tending the sick, lifting the darkness and keeping the survivors out of harm s
way. "I was watching it on TV," said Mintz, 65. "I couldn't believe what I
was seeing. I felt so bad. These people are in such need. They're living in
mud. It's heart-rending and I felt I had to do something."
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Semantics and statistics
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Group prepares for fifth season

Drive extension

The West Kentucky Playwrights' Festival will launch its
fifth season Monday, Sept. 21 at
7 p.m. at Murray's Playhouse in
the Park. The highlight of the
evening will be a panel discussion called "Playwrighting: How
to Get Started."
Becky Reynolds, the festival's
artistic director, emphasized that
the playwrights' group is particularly interested in newcomers to
playwrig,hting. "People who have
never written a play before are
especially welcome," she said.
"Every year we've had people
who thought they never would or
could write a play, but once they
got involved with the group and
our meetings, they even surprised
themselves."
Monday night's panel disucission will feature playwrights who
have had their work performed in
past festivals, including a high
school student from Murray, an
accountant from Marshall County, a government employee from
The Blair Woodwind Quintet will be among the performers featured during the Murray Civic Music
Association's upcoming season. The group's ongoing membership drive has been extended to Sept.
25. For more information, call 753-3257 or 762-4516.

Cast selected for first performance
Murray's Playhouse in the Park
has announced the cast for
Cheaper by the Dozen, the first
show of the 1992-93 theatre
season.
Sixteen actors will take the
stage under the direction of Bill
Phillips, who returns to the Playhouse after a long absence. Phillips, who is well-known to Murray audiences, has been directing
and performing with other theaters in west Kentucky.
Cheaper by the Dozen tells the
story of the Gillbreath family, a
large and interesting group of
adults and children. A stage favorite for decades, it was performed
by the Playhouse 10 years ago.
The cast includes Bob Pervine
and Ginger Goodell as the

parents, Beverly Carter as the
housekeeper, Pete Lancaster as
Dr. Burton and Mary Friend_ as
the meddling teacher, Miss Brill.
Jay Howell and Jay Hansen portray boyfriends to the eldest
daughter of the family.
The "dozen" children include
Jessica Jones, Adam Meloan,
Becky Brown, Philip Smith, Alan
Clement, Matt Harris, Stacy
Smith, Jessica Gagel and Kate
McNeary.
The Playhouse is relying heavily on the popularity of the show,
according to Acting Executive
Director Robert Valentine.
"We're looking for record season
ticket sales as part of a drive to
establish a very firm financial
footing for this ambitious sea-

son," Valentine said. "This p
duction should help us do
very well."
The 1992-93 season fociises on
the family. The next production,
to open Dec. 4, features two oneact plays about family life. In
February, the Playhouse will produce August Wilson's Fences
under the direction of veteran
actor/director Roderick Reed. In
March, Neil Simon's The Odd
Couple will be staged, followed
in April by the fifth West Kentucky Playwrights Festival.
Season passes are now on sale
and the box office is open for
reservations. The play opens Oct.
2 and will be performed for two
weekends. For information or
reservations, call 759-1752._

Recital showcases MSU music faculty
Sixteen members from the
Department of Music at Murray
State Univeristy and two guests
artists will perform various musical works at the annual MSU
Faculty Showcase Recital Tuesday, Sept. 22.
To begin at 8 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center at the
university, the recital is sponsored by the Department of Music as a way to introduce new and
returning faculty members to the
campus and area communities.
New faculty appearing will be
trombonist Christopher Hayes,
assistant director of bands at

MSU; and Laura Schumann,
string specialist, playing the violin. Guests artists are Tom Lonardo, a retired music store owner
from Paris, Tenn., bass; and Nancy Steffa of Murray, string preparatory director, viola.
Returning faculty include Larry Mallett, chairman of the
Department of Music, clarinet;
John Dressler, horn; John Schlabach, trumpet; Irma Collins, violin; John Steffa, cello; Don Story,
clarinet; Scott Erickson, oboe;
Tom Vanarsdel, marimba;
Catherine Mallett, soprano; Kay
Gardner Bates, mezzo-soprano;

A live, professional stage
production of "The Magical
Land of Oz" will be featured
in Murray. Sept. 21 at the
auditorium of the Murray
Middle Schoolat 7 p.m.
The local performance is
sponsored by the Mutray Business and Professional
Women's Club.
This production is based on
an original script and is presented by the World of Fantasy Players, a young, professional group that tours
nationwide.
Admission is $4 for children, $5 for adults. Tickets can
be obtained athe door or by
calling Faye Rogers at
7534743_
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Randall Black, tenor; Stephen
Brown and Richard Scott, piano;
and Marie Taylor, piano and
harpsichord.
Composers featured among the
various chamber music ensembles
include Rachmaninoff, Bach,
Purcell, Vaughn Williams, SaintSaens, Muczynski and Reinecke.
Admission to the recital is $5
for adults and $2 for students.
Proceeds will benefit the music
department's scholarship fund.
For more information, contact
Marie Taylor in Murray State's
Department of Music at (502)
762-6443.
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SAVE $100

Large capacity paw
at low everyday prices!

CHARGE
Extra-large capacity washer/dryer •NO BILLING•NO PAYMENT•NOOFHUNG
5,
ING PURCH•SE
,
APPLIES TO QUAL
0'..AEUST REOL.E`
ASK 'OP DE,A,S ,
CKPIIIES

SAVE '60

SAVE '40

Washer has our best,
Dual-Action' agitator

1

7-cycle electric dryer

$39999

$299,9E62972,

Gas
$40
more

'^

6-cycle electric dryer

Washer

99Gas
9
$369!

$289P62631) more

Both washers: 2 speeds, 10 cycles, 3 temperatures...S 1 3 Monthly'
Both dryers: 3 temp, auto shut-off at preset dryness Si. 1 Monthly•

CEO ON TV

US

PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS .
Sept. 17
Meeting — Murray-Calloway County Camera Club, free, 7 p.m.,
Calloway County Public Library.
Sept. 22
Showcase recital — Featuring the music faculty of Murray State
University, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall. Scholarship donation of $5 for
adults and $2 for students is requested.
Sept. 25-26, Oct. 1-3
Theatre production — "The-Nerd," admission,'8
Robert E.
Johnson Theatre.
Currently
Exhibit — "Murray-Calloway County Quilts," approximately 40
quilts dating from the 18805, free, Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
Exhibit — "Antiques," free, Wrather West Kentucky Museum.]
Exhibit — "An African Journey," free, Wrather West Kentucky
Museum.
Through September
Art exhibit — Eve Bernard, free, Calloway County Public Library.
Through Oct. 25
Art exhibit — 1891-1991 Alumni Invitational, free, MSU-Eagle

MARS KENMORE 65th ANNIVERSARY
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Golden Pond and a technical the- wrights meet bi-weekly, starting
ater director from McCracken with the Sept. 21 meeting. Other
sessions are scheduled for Oct. 5,
County.
Participants will have an 19, Nov. 2, 16, 30 and Dec. 14.
At each meeting, playwrights
opportunity to ask the panel questheir work in progress and
bring
tions about how they got their
ideas for writing and how they the development plays receive a
translated those ideas into suc- "cold" reading. "Parts are
assigned to people attending the
cessful plays.
The purpose of the West Ken- session and then they read the
tucky Playwrights is to help reg- work out loud. That way, playional writers develop plays for wrights get to hear their work and
the annual festival in April. Since see if it has the effect they
1989, 19 playwrights from a expected," Reynolds said.
The feedback the playwright
number of west Kentucky and
west Tennessee counties have receives from the group helps
produced 29 new plays. Some of guide revisions and re-writes, and
the plays have been published plays that are ready to be staged
and performed around Kentucky are selected for performance by
and elsewhere across the country. the Playhouse in the Park's progOthers have been adapted for dif- ramming committee.
The Sept. 21 program is free
ferent media, including television
and open to both new and experand radio.
Playwrights who want to sub- ienced writers. The Playhouse in
mit plays for consideration for the Park is located in the Murraythe April 1993 festival must Calloway County Park. For addiattend some of the group meet- tional information, call the Playhouse at (502) 759-1752.
ings. The West Kentucky Play-
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But they are leaving out a key part of the story they are telling their
viewers:

ATTENTION!
"Country Cookin"
Days at
SEVEN SEAS
Mon. thru Thur.
Meats:

Roast Beef
Meatloaf
Catfish Fillets
Fried Chicken
Choice of 1 Meat
& 3 Veg. '3.50

• • • • ••••
() FABULOUS
FRI. & SAT.
"SEAFOOD
BUFFET'
SEVEN SEAS

Laurence Tisch, Chairman of CBS,has testified that he
estimates the bill could result in new yearly revenues to
broadcasters of up to $1 Billion!(06/27/91)

Kenmore` Frost-Free Refrigerators

19999

$17 Monthly'
1E70051)

Call your Senators and Congressmen -(202)224-3121. Tell them to
vote nil on the "cable bill." It's a broadcaster's boondoggle. It will
make your cable rates go up, not down!

89999

$19 Monthly on
SearsCharge
PLUS'(E51241)

KENMORE UPRIGHT VAC
8 0 AMP PROfot manci. vac
with on board tools 112 180
SAVE 540

OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER]

- Guess whose pocket that $111111.. will cone iron!
The Cleveland Plain Dealer says "[Broadcasters) now are
asking Congress to force cable to pay for(their)service. That
would add an estimated $1 billion a year in costs passed on to
consumers ... subscribers could have reason to regret what is
being done in their name."(07/23/92)

29999

• Adjustable DynaWhite wire shelves
•2 glass-covered crispers
Get cubed/
crushed ice
thru-the-door!
21.6-cu.ft.
side-by-side

15999*
20-in. color IV
• 24-function remote
• On-screen time, channel,
menu plus MORE!
• 147 channels including cable

Ranges with selfdeaning, automatic
ovens...preset to turn

SAVE 30

1161

19.9-cu ft
It's like getting the
icemaker FREE!

KENMORE
720 WATT MICROWAVE
Is witi (too diftost 8.

•

SAVE '100

•

Nice'N Fresh seal
Holds gal. sizes

The Big Network Broadcasters are pushing Congress hard to pass
what they call a "cable consumer protection bill."

CDC. CDC. -

$11 Monthly'
(E155151

5-cycle
Kenmore* dishwasher
Great price for 3-level
wash action!

SAVE $100

on, cook/clean, turn off
at your convenience
ELECTRIC
Monthly'
(E93321I
99s13
GAS
99'15 Monthly'
1E73321)

$399
'499

SAVE $30

VHS full-size $59999
s• camcorder
..,1634

• 2-lux luminator
• 8x zoom lens
• Audio/video
dubbing
•

f 898 28

GoldStar
V}6 VCR with remote
• 2 week,8-event brner
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Cook receives scholar/up
Dorothy LaDawn Cook of
Murray has been awarded a $400
Sue Fairless Home Economics
scholarship for the 1992-93
acadenuc year at Murray State
Lno.ersity.
Cook, a sophomore fashion
-nerchandising major and Spanish
minor, is the daughter of Donald
and Dorothy Cook of Murray.
She is a 1991 graduate of CelloCounty High School. She is
a dean's list student and plans to
pursue a career in fashion
merchandising.
Administered by the MSU
Foundation, the award is presented in honor of Alice Sue
Fairless who retired after teaching 23 years in the MSU Home

DRIVEWAY
FIX•UP
SALE
Gardner
Driveway
Sealer
5 Gal

Also Available Heavy
Duty Oil Base Sealer

18" Blacktop
Brush
$399

Heavy Duty
Asphalt

Driveway
Sealer

JO'S DATEBOOK

Economics Department. The recipients must be full-time students
majoring in home economics. In
addition, the recipients must be
sophomores, juniors or seniors
with a 2.8 grade point average or
better.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Murray High School Class of 1942 will have a memorial
dedication ceremony to honor all the former students bf the Murray
Schools who died while in the service of their country. As part of
their 50th class reunion activities, the group will dedicate the stone
monument with engraved names of those honored, at a short ceremony
on Saturday, Sept. 19, at 5 p.m. on the campus of Murray Middle
School, Main and Eighth Streets. The public is invited to attend, especially relatives and friends of the servicemen. Jean Crawford, a member of the 1942 class, initiated the project and made the necessary
arrangements for completion of the memorial.

na meti

Square dance lessons scheduled
Modern Western Style Square Dance Lessons will be given in Murray
starting Sunday. Sept. 20, at the Woodmen of the World building at Third
and Maple Streets. There are one million dancers and 10,000 square dance
clubs world wide, and every club will be starting lessons in September.'So
exerbring your panne and join the crowd and have some fun (also goodon call
cise)," said a meber of the Murray Square-A-Naders. For informati
436-5846.

Marine Corps meeting Saturday
Corps League, will hold its
one Billy Ray Walston Detachment,, Marine
Sept. 19, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin

Staci Shipp, daughter of Andy
and Brenda Shipp, 2205 Quail
Creek Dr., Murray, has been
named for the third time to the
26th anni.ersary edition of
Who's tiho Among American
High School Student.. A 1992
honors graduate of Calloway
County High School. she is a
freshman at Murray State 1. niversity and was recipient of a
S500 MSU Achievement Award.
During her senior year, she was
awarded the DAR Good Citizenship Award. Presidential
Academic Fitness Award, OutSherry Kay Newsome, daughter of James and Glenda Newsome,
standing Honors English IV
and John Nix Purdom, son of Wells Jr. and Betty Jo Purdom, were
Award and Outstanding Jourmarried in a private ceremony on Sunday,'Aug. 2, at Charleston, S.C.
nalism Award. She was .ice
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Orenc Newsome and the late
president of Senior Clam. presiNewsome of Kirksey and the late Mr. and Mrs. William (Burie)
Boyce
dent of Beta club, news editor
of Murray.
Suiter
of the Laker Re.ie*, a member
is the grandson of Mrs. Alice Purdom and the late Wells
groom
The
ComProm
of Student Council.
of Nix Crawford and the late Mrs. Margery Crawand
Sr.,
Purdom
mittee, Foreign language Club,
of
Murray.
all
ford,
Coed Y.Club, FBLA and a
After exchanging vows, the couple honeymooned a week in CharNational Youth Salute participenjoying the old town's southern hospitality by touring southIcston
ant. She also voted "Most
ern plantations, historic Fort Sumter, shopping and strolling along the
Dependable" by her classmates.
Battery.
famous
She is a member of First United
their return home to Murray, the bride's parents hosted a
Upon
Methodist Church.
reception for the families in the Fellowship Hall of University Church
of Christ.
Richard and Anne Knight hosted a barbecue dinner for friends and
family at the Knights' Kentucky Lake home.
The bride is employed with Paschall Truck Lines, Inc., and is completing her B.A. in Journalism at Murray State University.
The groom is a graduate of the University of Alabama where he
received his B.S. in Biology. He is employed with Purdom Motors,
Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Purdom are now residing on Rt. 1, Almo.

Mr. and Mrs. John Nix Purdom

regular monthly meeting on Saturday
to HitStockade. Featured will be a presentation on the German opposition
attend.
to
invited
are
people
d
intereste
All
ler in World War II.

Lighthouse will have guest speaker
The Lighthouse Christian Mission will have the Rev. Bobby Grisham of
Paducah as special guest speaker on Sunday. Sept. 20, at 11 a.m. service.
He will be ministering in Word and special music. The church is located in
the Seventh-day Adventist church building at South 15th and Sycamore
Streets. The public is invited and for more information call Phillip Rogers,
753-6911.

Newsome and Purdom
vows saicrin ceremony

Locust Grove plans services
Locust Grove Baptist Church will have revival services starting Sunday,
Sept. 20-, and -continuing ttuough..Wednesday..4ept..23. 'Blast-01r will be
Sunday with a goal of 130 for Sunday School at 10 a.m., according to the
pastor, the Rev. Kevin J. Hamm. The Rev. Harry Monroe will be the guest
evangelist for services at 7 p.m., Sunday through Wednesday. Special singing will be featured. A nursery will be provided. The church is located two
miles off Highway 121 South on Locust Grove Church Road. For transportation call 753-9550.,

Calvary Temple plans special day
Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church, located on Highway 641, one mile
south of Murray, will have Western Day on Sunday, Sept. 20. A potluck dinner will be served at noon following the regular services at 11 a.m. with the
pastor, the Rev. Leonard Clayburn, as speaker. A gospel singing featuring
local singers will start at 2 p.m.

Sugar Creek plans homecoming
Sugar Creek Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday,
Sept. 20. The Rev. Bill Miller, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. with Sunday
School at 10 a.m. with Harold Wyatt as superintendent. A basket dinner will
be served at noon. Jack Miller, music director, will be in charge of the afternoon singing service. Featured singers will be The Melody Echoes of Dover,
Tenn. All former members and pastors are urged to come back for this
event, a church member said.

Wofford Reunion planned Saturday
the
The Wofford Reunion will be Saturday, Sept. 19, in the basement of
Farmers & Merchants Bank at Dover, Tenn. A potluck lunch will be served
Dress
at 12:30 p.m. Each one should bring a covered dish and a lawn chair.
attend.
to
invited
are
friends
and
will be casual. All relatives

MSU Women's Society plans supper
on
Murray State University Women's Society will have a salad supper
1544
Yates,
Myra
of
home
the
at
p.m.
8:30
to
6:30
from
22,
Sept.
Tuesday,
s. MSU
Oxford Dr., Murray. Each one should bring a favorite salad whitensil
newcomers will be guests. The annual membership dues are $5 per person.
FriDress will be informal. Persons should call Mrs. Yates at 753-2113 byCarol
be
will
charge
in
Also
ents.
arrangem
make
can
she
so
18,
Sept.
day,
Bylaska, 753-6230, or Fugen Muscio, 753-8551.

$1 1 99

Temple Hill Lodge event Friday
a wives
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will have
ce Restaurand widows supper on Friday, Sept. 18, at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplaand
widows
ant, Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. All Masons, wives
are invited to attend.

Crack Filler

Homecoming at Bethel FellOwship
Bethel Fellowship Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday,
service. A
Sept. 20. Dinner will be served following the morning worship Tenn. The
Jackson,
from
e
Assuranc
The
featuring
p.m.
singing will start at 2
public is invited to attend the homecoming at the church located on Highway
94 East, Murray.

M urray Home
& Auto
Chestnut St
753-2571

• Rent .our movie,mat the mmies!
.
• lott$ Chr+tnut • 733-3311
()pc n II:am to 10:pm
•

Winners of September's Jack's Pot at Fern Terrace Lodge were,
from left, Deas Elkins, Robert Arnold and Marie Williams. They
each received $10 in the event conducted among the residents and
employees at the personal care home. Residents and employees
having birthdays in September are Catherine Thomas, Sept. 3,
Helen Farley, Sept. 4, Uldine Evans, Sept. 6, Glada Dodd, administrator, Sept. 8, Leona Bess, employee, Sept. 10, Donald Fortner,
Sept. 18, Dallas Holland, Sept. 25, Milton Fountain, employee, and
Sadie Nell Jones, Sept. 26, and Eva Farris, Sept. 30.

Hospital reports are released

-

ATTENTION MEN!
We have leather boots
to fit you.
Workboots • Western Boots

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Sept. 15, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. 1.4able McLeod, P.O Box 123,
Hazel; Fred Schultz, 1513 Dudley,
Murray; Horace Tucker, Fern Terrace
Lodge. Murray,
Mrs. Mina Parkhurst, 420 RC Skyline Dr., Cadiz, Harry Williams. At. 1,
Box 688, DOxief;

HJei J041011, Rt 2, Box 218, Hazel;
Alex Paluch, 1702 Audubon Dr., Murray, Ms Rhonda Chambers, At. 2, Box
7, Wing°,
Homer Elkins, P 0 Box 44, Dexter;
Mrs Carol Brown and baby boy. At. 6,
Box 128A, Murray;
Mrs. Leah Haws and baby boy, At.
4, Box 60, Murray; Mrs. Helen Hobbs,
At. 1, Box 74, Cottage Grove, Tenn.;
Rex Jones, At. 3, Box 210, Murray;
(Cont'd on page 8)

Lutheran Church plan fund drive
will
The Women's Lydia Circle of Immanuel Lutheran Church of Murray y
communit
selling
be
will
They
drive.
ng
fundraisi
a
ng
sponsori
be
soon
price
cookbooks which will feature recipes by members of the church. The
1 at the
of the cookbook will be $5.95 each, and will go on sale on Oct. Bank of
church. Sales will be at Peoples Bank on Oct. 2 and 16 and atdate. For
Murray on Oct. 9 and 23. A sale also will be at Wal-Mart at a later
more information or to order a cookbook, contact Eulalya Johnson,
759-9322, or call tile church, 753-6712, Monday through Friday.

LBL Reunion will be Saturday
LBL Reunion will be Saturday, Sept. 19, at Star Camp, former Dogwood
plates,
Lodge location. Each one should bring favorite foods, beverages,Drinking
eating utensils and lawn chairs. Lunch will be served at noon.
may
water, sanitary facilities and a dining tent will be provided. Persons and
friends
with
visiting
day
the
spend
and
wish
they
as
arrive as early
neighbors. For more information contact Coonie Mitchusson, 1-362-4332,
61.
Bill Beck, 1-395-7565 or 1-527-13667, or Norma Jean Ladd, 1-527-92

Elm Grove meeting on Tuesday
The Elm Grove Cemetery Committee has scheduled a special meeting for
Tuesday, Sept. 11, at 7 p.m. at the church. This concerns the maintenance
finances for the upkeep of the cemetery. All interested parsons are invited
and urged to attend.

International Ball on Saturday

8" Lace-Ups

"
Starting at $36

"
Slip-On Work Boots ...Starting at $41

FACTORY DISCOUNT
SHOES
100 8. 5th St. • 753-9419

.15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
'Computerized Records
'Medical Claims Service
•PCS •Medimet
.13C-BS "Paid State Aid
"Health & Beauty Items

Murray State University International Student Organization will sponsor
at Hong
an International Ball on Saturday, Sept. 19, from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Kong Restaurant, U.S. Highway 641 North. Featured will be dinner and
for
dancing with the cost being $7 for members of the organization and $10For
non-members. The buffet will feature Chinese and American food.
reservations call 762-4152.

Pageants planned on Sept. 19

HOLLAND DRUGS

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

Pageants for 'America's Most Beautiful Baby for ages 0 to 23 months;
'America's Most Beautiful Lithe Miss for ages 24 months to 7 )tears;'Most
Handsome Mr.' for vet 2 to 4 yews; and `Model of the Year' for ages I to
19 yews will be held Saturday, Sept. 19, at Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah.
For,ms we available at the mall information desk or call 1-442-5472.

..f.,r.47 •
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By CROMWELL HAUGE
Murray Ledger & Times Out Writer

Mrs. Eunice May, wife of
Luther A. May, pastor of Murray
Seventh-day Adventist Church,
returned Sept. 13, after having
served with disaster teams in
Homestead and Florida City, Fla.,
hit by Hurricane Andrew, for the
past two weeks.
Mrs. May, president of the
Community Service Federation
for Kentucky-Tennessee Conference of Seventh-day Adventists
and the local church leader of
Community Services, is on call
for disasters throughout Kentucky
and Tennessee and for disasters
elsewhere of such magnitude that
their specific conference cannot
handle it alone.
She accompanied the conference's 18-wheeler Emergency
Community Service van equipped
for mass feeding stocked with
sized clothing packets, blankets,
towels and personal grooming
items. A large water tank on a
trailer was pulled behind the van.
(When not serving in a disaster
area, the van is housed in a warehouse at Madison, Tenn., where it
is restocked and ready to go at a
moment's notice.
"The destruction there (Homestead) is unbelievable," Mrs. May
said. "The worst hit areas (Homestead and Florida City) have no
lights and probably won't have
some weeks yet. The water is
unsafe to drink."
Mrs. May directed the mass
feeding of approximately 3,000
meals and distributed the afore-

mentioned contents of the ban
and other supplies such as canned
food, paper goods, charcoal,
water and other supplies.
Having lost their homes and all
possessions, many had been
wearing the same clothes for five
days. She states: "It was reward. in a small
ing the help thenc
way."
"All the agencies are working
long, hard hours caring for the
needs of the people," reports Mrs.
May.
The Miami Temple Seventhday Adventist Church was made
a food and supply distribution
center. (This church is pastored
by Evangelist Ralph Ringer who
conducted a series of meetings in
Murray in 1978.) Daily, large
semi-trucks carrying food and
other supplies were unloaded
there. Their supplies were organized and redistributed to other
distribution areas.
Mrs. May reports: "We slept in
sleeping bags on the floor of the
church and worked from this
area." Pastor Ringer rigged up a
makeshift shower with a hose for
the workers to have cold showers.
The first four times the workers went into Homestead and
Florida City with their disaster
van and personal vehicles, they
were escorted by several FBI
cars, making it much easier to get
through the heavy traffic. Their
protection was much appreciated.
The Army moved in before
Mrs. May left, and was distributing many necessities.
Church volunteer teams are
staying in the area, working daily
repairing roofs and making other

AN%
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MIAMI INDIAN
O
NG
BI
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Evary Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

MURRAY TODAY
Make ONE Stop Do It All
1 Fast Friendly Service • 76 Gasoline • My Lottery • Cigarettes(Lowest
Legal Carton Price, Specials, Coupons & FREE Gifts) • Groceries •
Snacks • Coffee • Sandwiches • Drinks • Ice Cream • Food Stamps
Accepted • Most Major Credit Cards Accepted.

OPEN 7 DAYS • 24 HOURS
Eunice May, left in front, is pictured with a group of workers with
the disaster teams in Homestead and Florida City, Fla., hit by
Hurricane Andrew.
necessary repairs.
In addition to Eunice May, her
daughter, Mrs. Judy Trigg, served
with other volunteers. Her husband, Bruce Trigg, pastors a
church at Rock City in the Chattanooga. Tenn. area.
Also serving in the matter of
cooking and serving meals was a
former member of the Murray
S.D.A. Church, Debbie Wint,
whose husband, Bob Wint, and
son, Bobby, were also members.
Bob Wint now pastors the Powderly and Beaver Dam church.
Also serving were relatives of
Mrs. Anita McDowell who
attends the Murray S.D.A. church
while enrolled at Murray State

University.
Her husband, Jim McDowell of
the Hopkinsville church, sought
donations of building materials
which he delivered to the disaster
site.
Dr. and Mrs. Dale Long, her
brother and sister-in-law, donated
a refrigerator and offered personal services as well as her sister,
Mrs. April Worth of Powderly
Church in Muhlenberg County.
Many volunteers from many
agencies were required for the
monumental task of trying to
alleviate the tramma experienced
by all the victims. One agency
alone cannot meet the tremendous need.

CALENDAR
Thursday, Sept. 17
TOPS KY #469/6 p.m. weigh in,
7 p.m. program/Chamber of
Commerce. Info/Pamela,
753-7638.
Hazel Woman's Club/7
p.m./Hazel Community Center.

a
g

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1992

Ladies Fun Night at Oaks Country Club/5:30 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.

Thursday, Sept. 17
Murray Women of the Moose/8
p.m. with officers/7 p.m.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
of VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
(Cont'd on page 8)

76

USA

MART

811 Sycamore, Murray • 753-7333

"Where the price and service
makes the pill estSier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

,

maP-

753-4175
Glendale at Whltnell
Hours: Mon.-Frio 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
MELBER, KY • (502)674-5530
vinyl siding
Deluxe Models
with hardboard siding
$3,125
12 CAR (12x20)
$2,725
1'2 CAR (12x20)
$3,825
Si 476
2 CAR (18x20)
2 CAR (1E420)
$4,225
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$3.725
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,325
(24x24)
CAR
2
2'
$3,925
2' 1 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24x30) $4,925
LARGE 2' 1 CAR (24x30) $4,425
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL
•1 2" Decking
-Window
-12" Footings
-Steel Service
Door
-Concrete
Reinforced

-2x6 Trusted
Rafters
-Various Colo,
Roofs
-4" Curb
-4" Concrete Slab
-0.H. Steel Door

Zeited Home Furnishings...DOWNTOWN PADUCAH!
ANNIVERSARY SALE SPECIAL!

• flo.

Five generations of the Parrish, Fox and Fuqua families are pictured. At right is Mrs. Mable Fuqua. Second right is Mrs. Nina
Fox, daugher of Mrs. Fuqua. Third right is Mrs. Cathey Parrish,
granddaughter of Mrs. Fuqua and daughter of Mrs. Fox. At left is
Paul Parrish, great-grandson of Mrs. Fuqua, grandson of Mrs.
Fox and son of Mrs. Parrish. Nikkie Parrish, son of Paul and
Denise Parrish, is being held by his father. Nikkie is the greatgreat-grandson of Mrs. Fuqua; great-grandson of Mrs. Fox; and
grandson of Mrs. Cathey Parrish. All four adults are members of
New Providence Baptist Church.

Keeslar scholarship awarded
Stephanie Wade, a senior drafting and design major and occupational safety and health minor
from Calvert City, has been
awarded a $500 Carl L. Keeslar
Memorial Scholarship for the
1992-93 academic year at Murray
State University.
Wade, the daughter of Eldon
and Sandra Wade of Calvert City,
is a 1989 graduate of Marshall
County High School. A dean's
list student, she is a member of
the Industrial Education and
Technology Club and the Association of Drafting and Design. She
is a transfer student from Paducah Community College.
Administered by the MSU

EARN
6.50%
TALDEFEHREI) ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEE!) FOR
ONE YEAR. Early %urrender
charges apply.
($5,000 minimum)

Ir

g

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE
Same Rate Available On
I.R.A. ($50 minimum)
Hated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

753-4703
1 —
,
-1111111

Foundation, the award is presented in memory of Carl L.
Keeslar, who was a Murray student majoring in drafting and
design at the time of his death on
July 27, 1991.
Recipients must be sophomores, juniors or seniors pursuing a degree in drafting and
design who possess a minimum
grade point average of 3.0 in
drafting and design.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
First Christian Church events
include Youth Bible Study and
Prayer/5:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise/5
p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Week of Prayer Program
and Mother's Day Out/9:30 a.m.;
WMU Enlistment dinner/6 p.m.;
Carol Poe Group with Kim
Oakley/7 p.m.
Winsome Sunday School Class
of Memorial Baptist Church/7
p.m./home of Christine Key.
Twin Lakes Antique Car
Club/7 p.m./Country Kitchen,
Draffenville. Note change in
place.

NEW HOURS

CHERRY

7 Pc. DINING ROOM

599

Starting September 14

August Moon
will be open every day
Lunch Hours:
Sunday-Friday 11 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Sat. 12-2:30 p.m.
Dinner Hours:
Sunday-Thursday 4:30-9 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 4:30-10 p.m.

Lunch Special

Lunch Buffet

$3.35 and up

$4.50 All You Can Eat

August Moon
Chinese Restaurant
Olympic Plaza • 759-4853

AS SHOWN!

$
ANNIVERSARY
Pc.
..7
SALE PRICED
• EXTENSION TABLE & LEAF
• 2 DUXBURY ARM & CHAIRS
• 4 DUXBURY SIDE CHAIRS
• 90 DAYS SAME-AS-CASH

COMPARE $9951

Authentically inspired timeless furniture Steeped in 18th
Century tradition. Reinterpreted for today's Irving Caringly
crafted of hand-picked solid Beech Wood Shaped and
detailed as much to comfort as to impress. Designs for
every room so remarkably reduced in price, they're
positively irresistible. Available only while our special
arrangement lastl

• With '399 Purchase & Approved Credit

RETAIL '299" PINE FINISH
ONE DOZEN.. SCENTED

ES
SILK ROS
Purchow. Of
N•w
Or Mors

$199
GIFT BOXEDI

DRY SINK 18

ONLY 3 TO SELL
38"w X 18"d X 35"h
BELOW WHOLESALE COST1

TERMS

219 Broadway... Phone 443-6257
,11

Home Furnishings Co. soz
FreeDelivery...Budget Tf"

Paducah, K .

I TO 5 P.M

.
• •
••
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Hospital.

Ba.zzell named

••

(Cont'd from page 6)

Mrs Sonic& Lynn Pruitt and baby boy.
Rt 1, Box 2938, Almo

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday.
Sept. 16, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Russell baby boy. parents, Sharon
and Michael 1403 A Valleywood Dr.
Murray.
Lawrence baby boy, parents. Diana

and Michael, RI. 1, Box 692, Hardin,
Weihrouch baby boy, mother, Melissa. P 0 Box 147, Hazel.
Dismissals
Mrs Lorne Gibson, 1637 West Olive
St. Murray, Mrs Joyce McKnight. Rt.
4. Box 206, Murray,
Herbert Clayton, At 1, Box 157,
Buchanan, Tenn. Cody Adams, At 1,
Box 251, Farmington,
James Berry, Rt 3, Box 36, Clinton.
Mrs Kristy Maria Skipper. 1511 Diugod Dr , F43, Murray,
Mrs Lucinda Stevenson and baby
boy, Rt 2, Box 236, Calosert City

••••

—BOARDING—
Round Pen • Outside Riding Area

C Stables
(502) 753-7702 or 753-6970

Larry Cunningham

Penny Hwy. 783(3 minutes from Expo Center) Murray
"We dont just board horses...we give them a home."

ce

BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT.
Hwy. 121 North • 7594864
Friday & Saturday
All You Can Eat

8 oz. Sirloin Tips

8
uJ

.
Cr)

With Onions & Green Peppers

'3.95

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

'3.95

S3HONn1 3iV1d

FISH - SEAFOOD

•
•

r

Nathanael Bazzell, son of Philip
and Teresa Bazzell of Rt. 1,
Box 238-A, Kirksey, has been
named to the 26th anniversary
edition of Who's Who Among
American High School Students. A senior at Calloway
County High School, he is president of the Beta Club, a member of the Annual Staff, varsity
baseball team and varsity football team. He is also a National
Youth Salute participant. Baztell is an active member of
West Fork Baptist Church and
plans to attend Murray State
ni.ersity after graduation.

cn

Saturday & Sunday

m
.
x
-4

Country Ham Breakfast $3.15

u.
I.SV3)11/31:18 - HOIMONVS - 0-8-1:1V8 • (1003V3S - HSIT

• CAL
ENDAR
(Cooed hima page 7)
Thursday, Sept. 17
National Scouting Museum/ Southwest Calloway Elementary
School Site Based Decision
open 9 a.m.4:30 p.m.
Council/6:30 p.m./school.
Annual dinner meeting of West- Men's Stag Night and Golf
ern Kentucky Regional Mental Scramble/5:30 p.m./Murray
Health -Mental Retardation Board, Country Club.
Inc./7:30 p.m./Mayfield High
School Commons.
Murray Business and ProfesWomen/6:30
sional
Camp #1495 Sons of Confed- p.m./Mayflower Restaurant, Holie
erate Veterans/7 p.m./Ann
day Inn.
PaduHouse.
Leslie
Washington
cah. Info/1-443-4237.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/6 p.m./Chamber of Com"Basileus Quartet", an Italian
merce to go for miniature golf.
film/l:30 p.m./Curris Center the- Info/Pamela, 753-7638. or Jeanater, Murray State University. ne, 753-0224.
Admission free.
Friday, Sept. 18
Free Women's SelfDefense Murray-Calloway Ministerial
Workshop/5:30-7:30 p.m./Room Association/8
500, Faculty Hall, Murray State a.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
University. Info/753-5777.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Brown baby born at hospital
Brent Houston Brown II
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Houston,
Brown Jr. of Rt. 6, Box 128A,
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Brent Houston Brown II, born on
Saturday. Sept. 12, at 5:15 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed eight
pounds seven ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is
the former Carol Cunningham.

Grandparents are Brent H.. and
Patricia Brown and Robert L.
Cunningham.

Murray-Calloway Transitional
Board of Directors/noon.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

Spring Creek homecoming

Friday. Sept. 18
Senior Adults of First United
Methodist Church/9 a.m. to Lamberts and West Vaco Paper Mill.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Social Concerns
Committee/4 p.m./Gleason Hall.
AA and Al-Anon/open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets, Murray.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Games for members only/8
p.miMurray Moose Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
Murray High School events
include Academic Team defends
Fulton City; football game with
Marshall County at MSU Stewart
FBLAStadium/7:30
sponsored dance after game.
Calloway County High School
Lakers host Lone Oak/7:30
p.m./Jack Rose Stadium.
"Basileus Quartet", an Italian
film/7:30 p.m./Curris Center theater, Murray State University.
Admission free.
Bingo from 8-10 p.m. at Bayview
(Sailing Club) building at Kenlake State Resort Park.
Marshall County La Leche
League/10 a.m./Benton Church of
Christ nursery room.
I f0/ 1 -354 -6079_01 Rii
1=527-2660.

4.

National Scouting Museum
open/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

BETTER

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Homeplace-1850, Woodlands Nature Center and Golden
Pond Visitor Center open daily.
Golden Pond Planetairum open 8
p.m. Info/1-924-5602.

BANKING MEANS
LOTS OF THINGS.
It's defined different wz.is by different

Mother of Year
nominees wanted

people.

To some. it' meansa bank full of familiar
faces, people who are your friends and
neighbors. who share sour values and
concerns. To others.

BANKING JUST
GOT BETTER

it's a bank that offers
everything your
family needs, from
that first auto loan to help putting the kids
through school to alternatives for

retirement investing. Still others look for
community involvement, a sense that the
hank is committed to the area and its
people as any. other citizen would be. and
that it demonstrates this dedication
through e‘erything from helping a new

The Liberty Boys will be featured singers, along with other singers, at the homecoming at Spring Creek Baptist Church on Sunday, Sept. 20. Members of the Liberty Boys are, from kft, Darvin
Stom, Harold Anderson, Roy Skinner, Mike DeBoe, Alan Petty
and Roger Watkins. The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will speak at
11 a.m. with Sunday School at 10 a.m., potluck meal at noon and
singing at 1:30 p.m. Dwane Jones will be master of ceremonies.
For those unable to attend, donations to the upkeep of the ceremony may be mailed to Billy Joe Pyle, Rt. 2, Murray.

A

LD
S

business get off the ground to fostering an
attitude of volunteerism in its people.

D• J D Outland. Director
U"Hled Commonwealth Bank

Whether it's friendly faces, a variety of
services or commitment to Murray. you•re

14 Cu. Ft.
Frost-Proof Refrigerator

sure to find that banking will never be the
same. United Commonwealth Bank
...banking just got better.-

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Federal Savings Bank
1300 Johnson Boulevard
Murray, KY 42701 •(502) 759-9443
Deposits Insured by the FDIC to $100,000

•2 Full-Width, Sliding Shelves
•2 Deep Door SheRes
1.% Kith
re.per
• I l•
•i nerks
• I exturcd Ite.craable
-Optional Ice Maker

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
Weekly Rentals
•( k•an, Dependable Cars
•I ll Us For Rates

'Daily 8r

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & (' RR)
Court Square - Murray

Search is now underway for
the 1993 Kentucky Mother of the
Year.
The honor is provided through
the Kentucky Chapter of American Mothers, Inc., the national
organization that first sponsored
Mother's Day and promoted it
through the U.S. Congress.
Previous winners of this honor
have been Gladys Jarrett and Datha McCallon, both of Calloway
County.
Nominations are encouraged
from religious organizations of
all faiths, from Women's Clubs,
Men's organizations, and all service groups. Individuals cannot
sponsor a nominee; nominations
must originate with a group.
Qualifications for the Kentucky Mother must meet American
Mother, Inc. guidelines.
The woman must be at least 45
years of age, be a successful
mother and homemaker, have
been married in a legally
accepted ceremony, be an active
member of a religious body, have
actively participated in community, state or national activities and
be highly regarded by the
community.
The Kentucky Mother must be
qualified to represent Kentucky
in the Mother of America contest
in the spring of 1993. She must
have one or more children, natural or legally adopted, the
youngest of which is at least 15
years old.
Nomination blanks and materials must obtained by Oct. 1,
1992, and returned by Nov. 3,
1992. The Kentucky convention
and award luncheon will held
Nov. 21, 1992, in Louisville.
The nomination forms and
guidelines may be obtained by
request from Carolyn Self, 735
North Dr., Hopkinsville, Ky.
42240, phone 1-886-7178, or
Nancy Jo Brobernyer, 304 Ninth
St., Carrollton. Ky. 41108. phone
1-732-57U.

753-1713

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

a,
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1992
TIGER
FOOTBALL
•teo

et
Nice
v. 24 v‘out seCAR
4.

WON'T RUN?

#1
LL
CA
v.
McClard's ,,i.,-

LD •
753-9132
7

%•-•.......Civcc.icicr.ficais;.•;"..-.0.P.0....0;,s;n
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M ilison

cIPI-totogfaphy

GOOD LUCK
TIGERS!
Harry Allison — Lance Allison

753-8809

607 S. 4th St.

REAL
ESTATE
Each Office Independently
Owned and Operated

,-

FOODS

..:!.i

623 South 4th
759-1144 ,c2a
i. .. 3:04:i.-/
- -:• ...v.

Good
Luck
Tigers!
,
,
'
grW .1.11alle.

MLS

MURRAY HIGH TIGERS
000
vs.
Marshall County

BOB HALEY
Broker Assoc.
Appraisel&PropertyManagement

Ori-Akt.
law

RF/MAX
PROPERTIES. LTD.
,

Bel-Air Center • Murray. Ky.

Res. (502)489-2266; Office(502)753-7653

Friday, Sept. 18

Roy Stewart Stadium

MERCURY
LINCOLN

7:30 p.m.

ri

-

-
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Supporting
Local Sports
and
Serving You
For 64 Years
Since 1928

Classic French Provincial on 2 lots.
Move in condition. Call today for
details. Priced at $89/000-.

PARKER
FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY

Kopperud Realty

"Quality That Will Please"

Compliments of

Thornton Tile
and
Marble Inc.

David L.
Harrington
County Attorney

"DON'T DRINK
a DR111EVL ao
0

GO TIGERS!
Free Estimates

M&T Painting
ontractors
....

753-9382

753-0487

Paul NAM

Seamy Tidwell

A Taste of Home Cooking
All Day Fri. & Sat. 3-9 p.m.

Catfish Dinners
3 Pc. $5.95
2 Pc. $4.95
All You Can. Eat $6.95
10 07— Ribeyea $6.50
Breakfast Daily
Homemade Biscuits & Gravy, Pies, Sandwiches
Plate Lunches • Carry Out Orders

RUDY'S
Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30-2 p.m., Fri. 5:30-9 p.m.
Sat. 3-9 p.m., Sun. Closed

•
jr1547
:*
.r-;"
.1
'
..
.- ••* isig F
0•
:
••• ,,
-::• •If

-T
63-1933

Murray

701 Main Street

753-5273

753-1222

711 Main St.

HERE'S TO A
WINNING
SEASON!
—_
_
4.fr_4498-8142
Hazel

Marshall Defense

Murray Offense
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.

C- 55 Willie Wells
RG- 69 Scott Downey
LG- 64 Chad Caldwell
RI- 66 Billy Steffy
LT- 44 Adam Blalock
TE- 86 Chip Greene
SE- 21. B.J. Jenkins
013- 15 Brent Keller
FB- 33 Jay Oatman
TB- 30 Gary Sims
FL- 9 Ted Booth
NG- 69 Scott Downey
RI- 66 Billy Steffy
LT- 44 Adam Blalock
LE- 85 Chris Norsworthy
RE- 86 Chip Greene
LB- 64 Chad Caldwell
LB- 61 Ryan Lee
CB- 22 Kevin Knight
CB- 84 Chris Men
S. 42 Chris Cheaney
S- 25 Victory Perry

Jr.
NG- 55 T.J. Maples
Sr.
RI- 75 Scott Fulton
Sr.
LT- 76 Mike Vanmetre
LE- 82 Jason Ellenbergrer Jr.
So.
RE- 60 Jason York
Jr.
LB- 44 Alex Griffey
Sr.
LB- 65 David Cardwell .
Sr.
CB- 10 Trent Fralicx
Jr.
CB- 25 Kevin Bowerman
Sr.
SS- 40 Steve Bivens
So.
FS- 9 Jeremy Ford

O.

Sr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
So.
Jr.

C- 55 T.J. Maples
RG- 65 David Cardwell
RI- 69 Jonathan Bohannon
TE- 44 Alex Griffey
LG- 76 Mike Vanmetre
LT- 75 Scott Fulton
SE- 10 Trent Fralicx
OB- 11 Brandon Davis
FB- 40 Steve Bivens
NB- 21 Scott Chambers
NB- 34 J.R. Reynolds

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages

Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.

Good Luck
Tigers!

Medicare Supplements
Group & Individual Health
Also

-Lite Insurance

407 Maple
753-4451

It TIGERS iS
WESTERN
KENTUCKY
INSURANCE
odp Simply the iht
Ape

BEST!

Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

That's State Farm
insurance."
State Farm Insurance Cornpantes
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois
11111110

J. K. ChurchiGE
Funeng home

201 S. 3rd St.

-Nursing Home

Purdom,
Thurman
8 McNutt

Compliments of

•7

\

On

Dan McNutt, MI

Marshall Offense

Murray Defense

753-5719

612 SO. 9th St.

753-2411

••
•••••pi...............•••••••••,

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

LARRY KROUSE
INSURANCE
106 N. 12th crisat S. sa.D.1•459-9888

,r •-•--I.-,• I

'
•••1•
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Orioles close gap on Jays with win over Royals

•

•

By DAVID GINSBURG
A? Sports Writer

•
'
•

•

BALTIMORE (AP) — Suddenly, it's a pennant race again.
Having gained two games on
tirst-place Toronto in a span of
Once days, the Baltimore Orioles
enter the most crucial part of the
season on a hot streak.
Mike Mussina pitched a four.
hitter Wednesday night as the
Orioles completed a three-game
sweep of the Kansas City Royals

with a 3-0 victory. Combined
with Toronto's 6-3 loss to Cleveland, Baltimore closed within
three games of the first-place
Blue Jays in the AL East.
After an day off today. Baltimore starts a four-game series
against third-place Milwaukee on
the road before returning home
for three games against Toronto.
"We feel a lot better going
into Milwaukee than we did three
days ago," Mussina said. "To
beat them, we're going to have to

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Wodneaday's Gamin
Oakland 4. Minnesota 2
Casilornia 2. Seanle 1. (13)
Baltimore 3. Kansas Co 0
Devoe 4. Texas 1
Cif/velars:I 6 Toronto 3

Cnicapo 9 New Yon' 6
BOVOn 2 Mtivra.isee 1 05)
hit well and pitch well, everything it takes to win. We can do
it-

Mussina's brilliant effort
capped a trio of fine outings by

the Orioles pitching staff, which Cleanup hitter Glenn Davis hit
limited Kansas City to just two his 11th homer, the first since
runs over 32 innings for an ERA Aug. 13, and Cal Ripken enjoyed
his third straight three-hit game.
of 0.56.
"The past couple of nights
re
also
Baltimo
change,
For a
got a hand from its offense. After they've gotten a bunch of hits."
being held to five runs over the manager Johnny Oates said.
previous 42 innings, the Orioles "Maybe they're getting ready to
came up with 13 hits and scored carry us the rest of the way."
But it's been the pitching that
three runs for the first time in
has kept the Orioles in the hunt.
five games.
Mussina (16-5) walked two,
Better yet, the Orioles finally
the
from
on
struck out four and did not allow
got some producti
Nos. 4 and 5 spots in the order. (Coned on page 10)

Calloway boys win by 19
strokes; Murray sweeps
Staff Report

C GOLF

Murray Ledger & Tmes

FULTON— The Calloway
County boys golf team eased by
Fulton City in a match here at the
Fulton Country Club Wednesday
afternoon, while the Lady Lakers
struggled without their top
player.
Eric Gallimore won. medalist
honors in the boy's match with a
three -over-par 37 and paced the
Lakers to a 165 team score; 19
strokes better than the host
Bulldogs.
Also adding to the Calloway
score were Jv,SC- - Rooker. who
!wished with a 38; David Greene,
.ho shot a 44; and Adam Haley's
46.
Without senior Kelly Gupton.
who was out with an illness, the
Calloway girls fell to the Lady
Bulldogs by a 219-224 score.
Jodi Manning.had a 48, which
'0•3S good enough for medalist
honors, to lead Calloway, while
Farrah Beach finished with a 53.
Nikki McMillan shot a 55 and
Courtney McCoy ended the day
with a 68.
• -*Both- the Murray -boys and
girls golf teams had little trouble
in matches at Mayfield's South
Highland's Country Club Wednesday afternoon.
Adam Grogan and Ryan
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Haverstock both finished with
35s to pace the Tigers to a 145
team score, as they finished 20
strokes ahead of Graves County
and Ballard Memorial. Ballard's
,
Brandon Brrnry was
with a 34.
Todd Thomas added a 36 as
feremiah Rayburn finished with a
39 for the Tigers. Other Murray
players and their scores were
Brad Clendenen (40), Clay Bolin
(40), Drew Holton (42), Ryan
Pickens (43) and Jacob Rayburn
(45).
Joy Roach shot a 25 over six
holes to claim medalist honors
and pace the Murray girls to a
30-stroke win, 130-160, over
Graves County.
In addition to Roach's score,
Michelle Morris added a 33,
while Stacey Foster, Leigh
Haverstock and Rachel Cella all
finished with 36s. Kascy Wilson
added a 45 for the Lady Tigers.

Two Murray State professors and one student closed
out this year's triathlon season
by competing in five triathlons
in two days last weekend.
On Saturday, Dr. Adam
Lanning and Dr. Carl Mowery
competed in the Pure Water
2000 Triathlon in Cape Girardeau, Mo. Lanning. an MSU
Sociology professor, finished
the course — a VI -mile swim,
a 15-mile bike race, and a
4-mile run — in a time of one
hour, 44 minutes, five seconds
to take first in the over 60
division.
Mowery, a professor of
English, took the age 50-55
division with a time of
1:40.52. Also on Saturday,
Barry Knight, an MSU student, was the overall winner at
the Glasgow Triathlon.
To prove that Saturday's
finishes weren't flukes, Limning and Knight traveled to
Nashville, Tenn. on Sunday to
swim 1.5K, bike 39K and run
10K at the Music City
Triathlon.
Knight again beat the field
for an overall first place finish
with a time of 1:51.40, while
Luning won the 60-70 division in a time of 2:53.47.

Storey's Sport Stop
(Formarly 94 0 BassbaN Cards)
SPECIALS THIS WEEK
$1.50 pack
Flew was N
$1.50 pack
Stadium Club IN
$1.50 pack
Pinnad• H

Largost supply of
Plasm Haulors In Murray.
Monday-Friday 2:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Sikaday 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sunday 1200 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

502 Maple

Buy-SO-Trade

Roy Stewart Stadium was
all decked out for Saturday's
opener between the Racers
and Missouri-Rolla. A sea of
gold awaited the Murray
State football team as it
took the field to begin the
1992 home schedule.
Only problem was the sea
of gold was the reflection
from several hundred empty
(gold) chair seats.'
Head coach Mike Mahoney
and his team know they
have to win to earn back
the respect of their fans and
didn't expect to see a
standing room only crowd.
However, it has to be discouraging to work hard for
six weeks, play a respectable
game at Southeast Missouri,
and return to your, own stadium to find only 3,800 people in the Murray-HazelKirksey Metroplex who care.

'45
165
105

Murray State trio
finishes triathlon
season with wins
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EIU eyeing
MSU rematch;
Marshall just
plain eyeing

759-1214

Steve
PARKER
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
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Calloway County sophomore golfer Courtney McCoy lines up her putt in a golf match earlier this
month. McCoy and her Lady Laker teammates fell to Fulton City Wednesday afternoon in a match
at the Fulton Country Club. McCoy ended the day with a 68, as the Calloway girls were without
senior Kelly Gupton.

MSU tennis teams open this weekend
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

The 1992-93 Murray State
men's tennis team opens its seasons this weekend in the 23rd
annual Murray State Invitational,
the Racers' only home competition of the fall.
Metro conference member
Louisville will join the host Racers and Eastern Kentucky and
Tennessee Tech, of the Ohio Valley Conference, in the nonscoring event, set for Friday and
Saturday at the Bennie Purcell
courts., Action begins at 8:30
each morning with six flights of
singles and doubles play.
"It will be good to get our
players on the court and see how
they perform," said MSU coach
Bennie Purcell. "I think we're

going to have another nice team
this year."
With a playing cast that
includes just one senior, Doug
Hawthorne, MSU posted a 7-0
record in the OVC last spring and
placed second in .the conference
tournament. The current Racer
roster has also been bolstered by
the addition of three freshmen,
including Brad Hawthorne,
Doug's brother.
This year's roster includes Jimmie Brooks, Scott Crafton, Chad
Dowdy, Jan Fredriksson, Erik
Gressman, Mike Hall, Brad
Hawthorne, Pontus Hiort, Martin
Jansson, Payton Jones, Shannon
Mungle, Andy Poore and Scott
Yarbrough.
MSU's remaining fall schedule
includes: Oct. 2-5 at Southern
Collegiate Championships in

Athens, Ga.; Oct. 23-25 Kentucky Fall Invitational at Lexington;
Nov. 13-16 ITCA Region 3 Qualifying Championships at Knoxville, Tenn.
The Murray State women's
tennis team also opens its fall
season this Friday and Saturday
competing at Evansville, Ind.
against Indiana State, Louisville
and Memphis State. The Lady
Racers placed second in the OVC
tournament last spring and return
five of their top six players: Lana
Allcock, Heather Donovan, Chris
Granacki, Amy Hall and Kristi
Rydholm.
The university is seeking to
hire a coach for the Lady Racers,
who are presently being supervised by Corine Diderik, the only
senior on the 1991-92 team.

Heath grad one of UK players suspended
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Center Shane King and bandit
Darryl Conn have been indefinitely suspended from the University of Kentucky football
team, according to the school's
sports information office.
Kentucky coach Bill Curry said
both suspensions, which were not
related, were based on violations
of team rules.
King, a 6-foot-5. 305-pound

sophomore from West Paducah,
had missed much of the preseason with a wrist injury. Conn, a
5-11, 220-pound junior from
Franklin, was listed at No. 3 bandit behind starter Duce Williams
and backup David Snardon.
Kentucky traintr Al Green said
cornerback Adrian Sherwood
would not play in Saturday's
game against Indiana because of
a bruise to the axillary nerve in

Bargain
Basement
Too Much
To List'

New Arrivals
From ALL
Corn-Austin stores!

Must See It
All To
Behove'

his left shoulder in last week's
35-19 loss at Florida.
Green said the injury was similar to the one incurred by safety
Brad Armstead two weeks ago.
Sherwood could possibly return
next week against South
Carolina.
Junior Willie Cannon will start
in place of Sherwood at hit
against the Hoosiers. Last week,
Cannon started at free safety for
Armstead and was credited with
15 tackles and one interception
against the Gators.
Flanker Troy Hobbs is listed as
doubtful this weekend with an ,(Coned on page 10)
ankle sprain.

753-4563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

* Huge Selections—
Unbelievable Prices'
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Nevertheless, it was a
game worth watching. With
the traditional football sounds
of 12th street traffic whirring
in the background, the
Racers muscled up on the
Miners for a 36-0 victory.
It wasn't just Murray State
basketball fans that missed
Saturday's game, two MSU
mainstays were absent.
Racer I wasn't running
and Dunker wasn't annoying
for the first time in years.
The real horse passed away
a few weeks ago and
Dunker was undergoing, cosmetic surgery. (Actually, a
new suit, which is supposed
to unmask a "more intense"
Dunker.)
• • • •
This week the Racers face
one of their biggest rivals —
Eastern. As in Eastern
Illinois.
After using the Panthers
for their first win and an
uncountable amount of tape
on the year-end highlight
reel the past two seasons,
Murray State will .be running
into a hornet's nest this
year.
Last year's MSU-EIU
game ended with a controversial pass interference call
that discounted the Panthers'
two-point conversion pass
that would have put them
ahead. Instead, they fell for
the second straight season to
a winless Racer club.
Eastern took the crushing
defeat well — breaking chalk
boards in the visitors' locker
room and stealing MSU towels — but now the game is
on their field.
"Of course they're a little
bitter," Racer senior defensive tackle Scott Cannon
explained, "but the end result
— controversy or not — is
that we won. But this is a
new year."
Eastern will be pumped
for the game, but so will
the Racers. In the previous
two years, the Racers entered
the game with injuries and
doubt. This season, the confidence is up and injuries
are down.
"We know how to win
now." Cannon explained. "It
seems like everybody is
working harder now, and the
coaches certainly havent' let

•
•

e

St. Louis' 5-run rally brings
a smile to Magrane's face -

CALLOWAY MIDDLE FOOTBALL
Calloway County Middle School evened their record at 2-2 on the season with a 12-0 victory over North Drive Middle School of Hopidneville.
Saloom Sanchez put the Lakers on the board in the first quarter with a
25-yard scoring run. In the fourth, David Bugden went over from 2 yards
out to make it 12-0.
Laker head coach Dan Walker noted the blocking of running back Jack
Drake and offensive linemen Craig Butler, Jamie Burkeen and Josh
McKee!. Defensively, the Lakers picked up an interception from safety
Harley Gamble.
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Individual Series (Macy) Lois loath. 612
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Team Series (Hdcp),Inin Cobb Resort, 3.007
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Team Gam• (Hdcp). Irvin Cobb. 1.033
Team Game (Scratch) Peoples Bank. $36
individual Series (Hdcp) Ann Green, 642
Individual Sense (Scratch) Nancy Todd. 536
Individual Gams (Hdcp) Ann Morrison. 243
individual Owns (Scratch) Nancy Todd. 216
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BASEBALL
BOSTON (AP)- Roger Clemens and Wade Boggs cooled their simmering feud in a frustrating season for the last-place Boston Red Sox.
They held peace talks with manager Butch Hobson less than 24 hours
after Clemens said he lost respect for his teammate for influencing an official scoring change that increased Clemens' earned-run average.
The change didn't help Clemens' chances for a fourth Cy Young Award,
perhaps the only major accomplishment remaining for the team.

BASKETBALL
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) - Three Michigan basketball players including sophomore standouts Jalen Rose and Chris Webber - have
been declared ineligible until the NCAA decides whether they violated
rules by being paid for appearances. Rose, Webber and senior Eric Riley
were declared ineligible for an indefinite period of time, said Percy Bates,
the university's faculty representative.
A report Michigan submitted to the NCAA answers questions when the
three were paid $300 each to appear at a charity basketball tournament
last month in Holland. The NCAA could restore the players' eligibility, suspend them from some games, or levy other sanctions against the program.
It also could choose to conduct its own investigation.

NEW YORK (AP) - He
allowed four runs and left the
game in the seventh inning with
St. Louis trailing New York 4-1,
but Cardinal left-hander Joe
Magrane still had plenty to smile
about.
St.. Louis rallied with five runs
in the eighth inning enroute to a
10-4 victory Wednesday night,
officially eliminating the Mets
from the National League Eastern
Division title race.
Magrane's two-year comeback
from elbow surgery took another
step in the right direction with his
nine-strikeout performance.
"I felt comfortable, I'm back,
feeling a lot better," said
Magrane, who started just his
second major league game since
September 1990. He earned a win
over Montreal in his first start a
week ago.
"I was feeling my way around
in Montreal. Now I was able to
relax and really get back to pitching. I want to put my arm injury
behind me and win ball games."
Magrane, who led the NL with
a 2.18 ERA in his second major
league season in 1988 and followed that with an 18-9, 2.91
ERA campaign the next year, sat
out all of 1991 after undergoing
elbow surgery.
He opened spring training this
season with St. Louis, but spent
most of his comeback with the
AAA Louisville Cardinals, where
he posted a 3-4 record and 5.40
ERA.
"He was good. tonight," said
St. Louis manager Joe Torre.

(Cont'd from page 9)
a runner past first base in his fifth
straight victory. It was his fourth
shutout and seventh complete
game of the season.
Luis Mercedes, making his
first start for the Orioles since

being recalled from Triple-A.
Rochester on Sept. 2, opened the
sixth with a double to left off
Chris Haney (1-1). Mike Devereaux singled and Davis followed
with a sacrifice fly.
After Cal Ripken bounced a
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Replace old belts and hose
before it's too late.
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Replace your belts and hose every two years so this won't happen to you. ?,
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ANTI FREEZE
COOLANT

FREE
BASF audio or video
cassettes, by mall
with 2-gal. purchase

I V.

Keep your engine safe
with NAPA four season
cooling system protection. Helps prevent freezand
winter
in
ing
overheating in summer.

Limit (2) two per household.$1.50 per gel rebate.
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faces sparkling clean
without the Use Of harmful acids. 51400
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cooling system rust &
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Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
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RADIATOR
CLEANER
Cuts through grease,

For use in RVs. Use in
all fresh water systems
during winter storage.
Non-toxic. Protects
water systems to -508F
(-45IC). 1 U.S. Gallon.
8765-1476
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and corrosion. Com-
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Thursday's Games
Philadelphia (Deleon 2.7) at Chicago (Morgan
14-7) 120 pm
Atlanta (Srnottz 15.10) at Cincinnati (Rp 12-9).
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Montreal (De Maluku 16-11 1 at Pittsburgh (Jedison 7.14 635 pm
St Loun (Comer 7.10) at Nan York (Schourek
5-7). 640 pm
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Chicago. 20-7 741, 80.10, 0.61micokm. 14.5, 737
Minoan, Taos. 19-9, 679, Clemens. B011100 . 18-9,
667

Wednesday, Nov. 18
Bloomington, Indiana

• • • •
If ever a team deserved a
home game (and a week off)
its the Calloway County Lakers. Three weeks on the road
have been brutal, but now
they come home to meet
Lone Oak. The Oakers are
favored, but now at least the
Lakers have an opponent
that's in their area code.
Expect Calloway to play
their best game of the season on their home turf Friday night.

LumberItBu

753-8355

901 Sycamore
David King

MURRAY STATE vs. INDIANA

ray coaches called illegal
procedure on the crafty spies
and ran them off only
minutes after they sat down.
If Marshall is to beat their
Class A opponent Friday
night in Stewart Stadium,
they'll have to carry out
their fakes a little better
than that.

If the Racers don't come
out and play with the intensity that they've shown since
the second half of the
SEMO game, all of the
work might explode right in
their faces.
• • • •
Murray High will face
another top opponent this
week, but with a totally different style. Fulton County
brought speed and power to
the Ty Holland Stadium last
Friday, while the Marshals
will bring solid, no-frills
football into Roy Stewart
Stadium on Friday night.
The only tricks the Tigers
will see from the Marshals
might have already played.
At Wednesday's practice at
Murray High, three Marshall
County alums were spotted
in the bleachers with notebooks and prying eyes. Mur-

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

"He showed a little more speed
than he did in Montreal. He's a
lot more together, a lot MOM
comfortable. He moved it around
a lot tonight."
The Mets jumped out to a 2-0
lead on DJ. Dozier's sacrifice fly
in the first and Dick Schofield's
triple in the second.
Magrane then settled down to
strike out nine over the next 4
2-3 innings and helped his own
cause with a solo home run in the
sixth, the fourth of his career and
his first since Aug. 9, 1989.
New York took a 4-1 lead in
the seventh, scoring twice on
walks with the bases loaded.
Magrane retired the first two batters, but proceeded to load the
bases amd missed the chance to
pitch his way out with a walk to
Chico Walker. He was replaced
by Chris Carpenter.
St. Louis stormed back in the
eighth on Chuck Carr's two-run
double and Ray Lankford's threerun homer and added insult to
injury with four runs in the ninth.
Ozzie Smith's single scored two
and Tracy Woodson's double also
drove in two runs.
While the Mets may feel
there's nothing to look forward
to, Magrane has waited too long
to waste the remainder of the
season.

EIU eyeing MSU...
(Cont'd from page 9)
up. But we're facing a better
,
team."
"We're not trying to
remain on that win," said
MSU's 5-foot-5 freshman
receiver, Sheldon Smith, "we
want to go on to another
win. Tuesday's practice was
the best we've had all year."
Confidence. In the the last
two years the Racers
couldn't spell "confidence"
without fumbling or getting
hurt. It's rather obvious now
that the team's attitude has
been overhauled.
"You have to have a certain amount of arrogance,"
Cannon noted. "All winning
teams have arrogance. We
needed to explode on
somebody (Rolla) and we
did. We work too hard not
to come out and explode on
somebody."

The Insurance Center
of Murray

3,

single to right, Tom Gordon
relieved and struck out Randy
Milligan before Hoiles drove in a
run with a check-swing dribbler
that traveled about 50 feet down
the third-base line.

oin...mivaMithernaor--tMats

SCOREBOARD

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Wsdnesday's Games
Chicago 14, Philadelphia 9
Atlanta 3, Cinannah 2
Si Louis 10, Nevi York 4
14ontreal 6, Pittsburgh 3
Houston 3. San Francisco 1
Sul Diego
Los Angeles 1

Orioles close gap...
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iiilliVA.WA.
iel•

1 •4;•1-!/Service
24 Now
CAR
WON'T RUN?

I.
.
.
.
•
•
,

CALL #1

•

McClard's

1992
LAKER
FOOTBALL

art

•
•

753-9132

M nison
Pflotogthpily
GOOD LUCK
!AKERS
Harry Allison - Lance Allison
753-8809
607 S. 4th St.

••• ire ••• is eirtriro •••••• lo •••

We Specialize in:
Tune-ups - Brakes
Mufflers - Oil Changes

et,

FREE.Car Wash
With Fill-up

0?5

Mechanic on Duty M-F 8-5

BP
RR12thAY
MUSouth
Street

ft
Children • Shoes

Southside Center • 753-4383

OPEN 24 HOURS

Friday, Sept. 18,1992
Jack D. Rose Stadium
Kickoff: 7:30 p.m.

Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas

753-9164
INSURING YOUR CAR,
HOME, BUSINESS, FAMILY
Sometimes it makes sense to put your "eggs
in one basket." Insurance is a good example.
Entrust your personal or commercial protection program to a single qualified specialist...a
friend you can depend on.

Lone Oak

Racer's

ci)

gem Coastal Mart
753-0858
1000 Chestnut St. • Murray

at

All Major Credit Cards

Dan McNutt, AM

,
ON

Compliments of

from

HOLLAND
TIRE COMPANY
L

Calloway Offense

"We Carry A Large Selection)
Of New and Used Tires."

East Main St. • 753-5606
Vloi) Mon.-Fri. 8-5; Sat. 8-3

Interes

pee°

gates

Compare
eets
Wed
the ta;es on out
\Noocren o‘mtetest
CefOcates.
pet\toie
m
co \NoodmenFeptesenative
0UC1C30
Cal\
FkObert
753-6050

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
Dees Bank,ofHazel
,
•

•

4:fite'
Y•4'4, K—
2; •
•(.10-•'it

, .v".•

Member FDIC

414*.e#.

Hazel, KY

492-8136

'S

Jr.
C- 57 James Todd
So.
RG- 34 Sean Waller
Sr.
RI- 73 Doug Bell
Sr.
TE- 86 Justin Phillips
Sr.
LG- 79 Tony Bullock
Sr.
LT- 64 Matt Garrison
Sr.
SE- 22 Tim Young
QB- 12 Tyler Bohannon So. or
So.
QB- 16 Jason Grogan
Sr.
FB- 32 Jeremy Grogan
Sr.
TB- 1 Matt Dennis
Sr.
FL- 20 Nathaniel Bazzel
NG- 80 Kevin Spengler
RI- 86 Justin Phillips
LT- 79 Tony Bullock
RE- 88 Mike Catherson
LE- 32 Jeremy Grogan
LB- 36 Brad Lowe
LB- 34 Sean Waller
CB- 35 Wesley Cogdell
CB- 41 Mike Arnett
SS- 22 Tim Young
FS- 33 Jamey McDaniel

GEE
PLUMBING
Your Plumbing Specialist

Jerry McCoy, Owner

753-3008
Rt. 4 Murray

109 Sunbury Circle

Flash Defense
NG- 33 Brent Scowden
RI- 56 Josh Moore
LT- 88 Chris Harper
LE- 94 Billy Bagwell
RE- 70 Daniel Rushing
LB- 73 Chad Kinsey
LB- 23 Tommy Massa
CB- 3 Charlon Clark
CB- 32 Mike Smith
SS- 1 Greg Dobbins
FS- 21 Brandon Moore

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Frosh.

. 3i. CisurcisiGE
runera 3-Lome

Bert Gee - Owner

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.

Jr.
C- 54 Blake Thompson
Sr.
RG- 73 Chad Kinsey
Soph.
RI- 63 Kent Greene
Sr.
TE- 88 Chris Harper
Sr.
LG- 70 Daniel Rushing
Sr.
LT- 72 Chris Loveless
Sr.
SE- 94 Billy Bagwell
QB- 10 Ken Sheronmenter Jr.
Sr.
FB- 23 Tommy Massa
Sr.
TB- 3 Charlon Clark
Soph.
FL- 86 Scott Slankard

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponor
These
Pages

•

Good Luck
Lakers
for the 1992 season
Compliments

Don Henry
State Farm
Office
753-9935
Home
753-1540

302 Main

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

Shell
622 South 4th

HERE'S TO
A
GREAT
SEASON!

Go Lakers.
Compliments of

From All
Your Friends
At

Wolff System
Tanning Center
Olympic Plaza

753-2411

201 S. 3rd St.

Calloway Defense Flash Offense

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
753-5940

rState Auto Insurance
a

Good Luck
Lakers

CALLOWAY COUNTY

Good Luck
Lakers!

Purdom, Thurman
8 McNutt
407 Maple
753-4451

Murray
Electric System
401 Olive Street
Murray

753-WOLF

\
•
•

• •

•

,
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WORK •ACTIVITIES TRAINING CENTER FOR THE HANDICAPPED

,jv,221222

--

_

702 Main • • 759-1965
Smiles
like
these

-.mob

toweirrii

•
r

Bring smiles
like these !!!

C

ommunity spirit... that's what keeps the Work
Activities Training Center for the Handicapped a
and
productive and growing service for Murray

Calloway County.
in
There is no better example of that type ofspirit than
Bethany
the above picture featuring Jacob Abbott and
Linda
Pate. Parents Bill and Jackie Abbott and Don and
they
as
ers
youngst
Pate have a lot to be proud of in these
refresh-.
spent most of the day last Saturday manning a
ment stand at the W.A.T.C.H. Charity Golf Tournar
ment. Beth's mother commented that her daughte
was
learned very quickly that the joy of helping others
two
just as important as the $52.00 that was raised by the
.H.
fourth-graders and donated to W.A.T.C
Similar stories are not rare to W.A.T.C.H.The current
facility, completed in 1984, was built primarily with
community donations. Today,45 adult clients are enrolled in the program which helps them attain maximum self-sufficiency.

MO

—r-

D
E

mployment opportunities along with related
counseling and on-the-job training are integral
services offered to W.A.T.C.H. participants.
W.A.T.C.H. is very proud of the success of the supported employment program. Following personal assessment, clients are able to participate in a variety of
employment activities.Contract work supplied by local
businesses and aluminum can crushing is completed on
a daily basis in the workshop area at W.A.T.C.H.
Briggs and Stratton Corporation have helped implement a special enclave project that employs W.A.T.C.H.
clients directly on the production line.
The staff at W.A.T.C.H. have helped many clients
secure employment at job sites within the community.
Many of these jobs have created dedicated employees,
and a bond of friendship between employer and employee that will go with them throughout their lifetime.

arrell Watkins experiences one of those special
relationships through his job at Twin Lakes
Office Supplies. In the photo above, flanked by his
employers, brothers Larry (left) and David Benton
(right), Darrell is rewarded for a "job well done" as he
receives his weekly paycheck for his contribution to the
business.
W.A.T.C.H.can only continue to provide the services
that you have just read about through your contributions. We are funded partially through general revenue
sources, however to keep our services at the currerrt
level we must do private fundraising to secure a minimum of $50,000 annually.
Each September, the staff and Board of Directors of
W.A.T.C.H. try to highlight and update some of our
services for you. Part of our fundraising efforts include
special activities such as those featured below. We also
contact our friends who have contributed to W.A.T.C.H.
in past years through a mail-a-thon promotion.
Sadly, the need for services for specially challenged
individuals will always be with us, and requests for
these services cross all avenues. By the extension of your
helping hand and generoussupport,W.A.T.C.H.stands
ready to answer that challenge in our community.

In the news

Charity Golf Tournament
Brings in $5,183.00
for W.A.T.C.H. Center

W.A.T.C.H. and Wal-Mart
Take Action Against

DRUGS

Country
The annual charity golf tournament for W.A.T.C.H. was held Sept. 12 at the Oaks
community in
Club. We continue to be astounded by the generousity and cooperation of our
involved seems to
preparation for this tournament. Each year, we surpass our goal — and everyone
s at the Center.
have a fun-filled day, while we reap in the benefits to help fund operating expense
ul
Special thanks to the Oaks for allowing us the use of their facilities, and to the wonderf
ship.
merchants who provide prizes and businesses that participate through hole sponsor
1992
Players are featured below. Congratulations to teams 14C and 15B, who were the
tournament champions. Keep in practice. . . we'll be back next year!!
NMI

5

1

IA Gary Miller, Della Miller,
Andy Hefner, Judy Hafner
18 Marvin Harris, Zee Enix,
Dwight Claxton, Laverne Claxton
IC Jeff Clendenen, Bill Clendenen
Tom Clendenen, Jim Clendenen
ID Mau Garrison, Mark Garrison,
Mike Garrison, Chris Bynum
2A Ron Colson, William Vance,
Mark Russel, David Sinclair
2B Curt Gipson, Mike Vaughn,
Chester Fox, Paul Chambers
3A Johnny Wilson, Bryan Scott
Eugene Barnett, Randy Garland
38 Carl Martin, Robbie Martin,
Bob Rutherford, Pearl Rutherford
4A Jerry Hopkins, Junior Garrison,
Ted Lawson, Ron Danner
4B Larry McCully, James Hooper,
Tommy Rooker, Jesse Rooker
5A Joel Fisher, Susan Fisher,
Don Pate, Linda Pate
5B Danny Woods, Mike Holton,
Chris Pyle, Drew Holton
6A Bill Abbott, Tim Greer,
Joey Williams, Pat Flynn
6B Mike Johnson, Terry Doss.
Barry Thomas., Tom Maxwell
7A Happy Bynum. Roger Williams,
Jerry Weaver, Ricky Smith
7B Ron Baker, Dave Clark,
Dick Maddox, Chris Salazar
8A Jim Keel, Ricky Copeland,
Roger Lutz, John Walker
9A Charlie Hargrove, Virgil Dick,
Ricky Atkins, Tim Holloway
9B Barry Herndon,Terry Turner.
laser Edwards,Steve Gordon

Judy Hafner of Murray was
the lucky recipient of the
grand prize donated by
American Airlines and Far
Lands Travel Agency. Get
your bags packed Judy, you
and a guest will be able to
select your trip anywhere in
the continental USA.
W.A.T.C.H. appreciates
American Airlines and Far
Lands Travel for supplying
this super prize.

10A Gordy Craw, Gary Dick,
Terry Apple, Scott Kurtz
10B Jerry Parker, Bronda Parker,
Rudell Parks, Isabel Parks
11A Mary Ann Hargrove, Pat Holloway,
Vickie Herndon, Vickie Oliver
11B Dan Jones, Sharon Jones,
Lennis Beane, Shirley Beane
I 2A Don Murdock, Allen Beane,
Jeff Butterworth, Pat Butterworth
12B Jim Humphries, Jerry Lee,
Ned Galloway, Barry Newson
13A Roger Dunn, Jay Wells,
Rodney Key, Wade Balmer
I3B Mary Woods, Denny Jones,
. Eddie Travis, Russell Usher
14A Eddie Hunt, E.W. Dennison,
Phil Bryan, Nick Britt
14B John Williams, Hollis Clark,
Bill Wilson, Rick Jones
* 14C Irene Woods, Nancy Rogers,
Sue Wells, Anita Gallimore
14D Steve Cunningham, Bill Pasco,
Roy McKendree,Tom Hoffman
15A Ted Darnell, Kerry Oakley,
Lawrence Philpot, Walter Jones
* I5B David Buckingham, Donnie Winchester.
Howard Boone, Greg Cohoon
16A Greg Futrell, Dave Watson,
Steve Reynolds. Jim Irby
168 Terry Lynn Paschall, Chuck Williams,
Joe B. Adams,Spencer Farmer
" 17A Jim Neale, Patsy Neale,
Gary Byers, Faye Byers
I8A J.P. Parker, Ben Brumley,
Don Robinson, Larry Robinson
18B Budl Stalls, Dave Hill.
Joe Gupton, Tom Tompkins

"1
,̀
2-

W

e believe, in this country so saturated with drugs, that if
we intend to conquer and get the "upper hand" of this problem, it
will most assuredly have to begin with teaching our ettldren, in
their formative years, that Drugs are Wrong!
W.A.T.C.H. and Wal-Mart are offering these musical cassette
tapes, titled "Drugs are Wrong", available at the Murray store.
They are fun to listen to, fun to sing with and most importantly, a
fun way to get across a strong message to children ages 1-10.
If you have a small child,grandchild or special friend, no better
gift can be purchased for the low price of$5.99. They area perfect
addition to classrooms and church libraries.
These quality tapes are produced locally through Lakewood
Productions Music Group,and feature vocals by Jeremy Hunt and
Laurie Jo Parker. The second side is instrumental for children to
create their own sing-along version.
W.A.T.C.H. will receive a portion ofthe purchase price for each
tape sold, and Wal-Mart Corporation will match up to $2,000 for
all funds raised.
Representatives from W.A.T.C.H. and Wal-Mart employees
will feature the tapes during a special promotion in the Murray
store on Friday,Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 18-20.
We invite you to come out and hear the tape for yourself- we
are sure you will be delighted with the quality and message for our
youth.
.
Tapes are also available at WATCH. Please stop by the
Center at 702 Main, or call 759-1965 to order yours today!

....moRm010.•prom-
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Classified

DEADLINES

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
NIonday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
l'hursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
MERCHANDISE
. Fur Sale Or Trade
. Legal Notice 130
Want To Buy
140
Notice
0,2H
Articles For Sale
150
Personals
Appliances
Card of Thanks 155
Home Furnishings
160
... In Memory
0-10
165
• ..... • Antiques
. Lost & Found
05u
Vacuum Clearers
17D
I
N
ME
E M PI.OY
Sewing Mach;nes
180
Help Wanted 20u
Sports Equipment
S:taatIon Wanted
Fireaood
o
Ilas.ness Opportunity 990
Music
. instruction
T.V. & Radio
260

753-1916

\l K(

k

410
540
560
570
240

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

'Effective

Rental
Homes 1..4- Rent
Mobile
280
2s5 Ml:It' Home Lots For Rent
li...siness Rentals
Want To Rent
31 0
Apartments For Rent

40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
iAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penod
$1.76 per column inch setra far Tuesday.

-

Days
Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Rooms For Rent
II .,ises For Rent
F. Pcf.t. or Lease

N!

t •,.;
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

430

460

Salt'.,
:e 11,•ma•s For Sale
F, •!- Sale (Jr Lease
•-• Ilona. Loans
.. Real Estate
Lots For Sale
.Farms For Sale
Humes For Sale

405
500
510
520

5"

4"

7'

6"

8"

9"

10"

2

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00 40.00 46.00 541.00 64.00 72.00 60.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 341.00 54.00 72.00 90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00140.00 160.00180.00 200.00

2se per word $5.00 minimum lit day.
se per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shoocana Guide.)
12 cio extra for blind box ads

Campers
Boats & Motors

1,1

060

016Il

Atticles
For Sale

Help
Wanted

Help
Wonted

'Help
Wanted

litlp
Wsnisd

3"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks

490

2"

5.00 10.00 MOO 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

Auto Services

06(1

"60
020

Motorcycles

r

I

TRANSPORTATION
470
40
485

Jan 2. 1991)

Display Ads

SIER‘'ICES

REAL ESTATE

Pets & Supplies

380

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
1'.
1..i‘estock & Supplies
37.
..Pou:try ea Supplies
. . Produce
.. Feed & Seed

ADJUIFTMENTS
insertion of their ads
Advertisers arer requested to check the first
be responsible for
will
Times
•
Ledger
Murray
for any error. The
reported Lamed I.
be
should
error
Any
only one incorrect insertion.
wade.
ately se corrections can be

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

MAIM

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
x DOLL HOUSE x
CAFE

HOME
NURSING'
t\SU R CCE
A bailable Thru %it 24

Rent-A-Car

i:omprehen
tor
'intermediate or
Carr With
sflea gunk
l)nes tor confinement,
\..„rsing Home Insur
more important
....Li-. evei. for tree

();:r

v
x
Eiotic Dancers
Hwy is Lee Pen, Tenn. A
X Mon -Sat. 2-12 Midnight X
X
901-6424297
X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
A

rns,st

5:5t 12th St '9-2255

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads, sandwiches
gyros Open al yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 8 1 1 9
Tues
1 800-649-3804

cdu:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

FOR 1.F.ASE
Retail Space In
Bel-Air Center
2000 Sq. Ft.
Call 753-4751

wanted to be
featured on calendar Ages
3 mos 17 years 13 photogenic winners in four age
divisions 1-800-952-6202

YOU Dig Mum held now
Wen AU colors. $200 to
Hours
$4 00 each
3 30-8 00pm Take 94 W to
Charley Thurman Rd turn
right 1st house on the nght
Y all CCXT1011

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
•0 1:0,0 USCU .....
rf
,
0.8se
4th r
Nee.:
VWTACaiKKATINIS WOLCOMInD

NCE ,e3
ALLIA
•0011.0101J
•
as set.

Ugly Duckling

lab

Rent-A-Car
Lowest rates In
town

II

BOOK Shelf. Paris. TN of
ters large assortment of
new arid used books at 7,
the new price Trarrers welcomed 901-642-5188

Translate and
Transcribe
Old German Script
Have References
Call Dori* Kramer
763-1116

DRIVERS-Exp flatbed
OTR drivers for Southeast
and Midwest Up to 24
DO you need a JOB or do cents to start empty or
you need help in making loaded. great benefits, bonpositive advances for the use% $100 sign on Leasfuture? We have 22 JOB ing thruAFG1 Oliver TransInc
OPENINGS for people be portation,
or
tween the ages of 16-22 800-654-8377
years if you are not in 800 462-9070
school Call 753 9378 five
oad
days a week between DRIVERS Over-The-R
8 00am 3 00pm We wean Van flat 35 states One
EOE This protect is funded year's verifiable experiby the Western Kentucky ence Start 24 cents-28
Private Industry Council cents.mile with 3 years
Call
benefits
JTPA
1 800 444 6648

1-800-334-1203

PUBLIC NOTICE
DUE TO CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND OUR CONTROL,I992 CITY OF
MURRAY PROPERTY TAX STATEMENTS WILL NOT BE READY FOR
NAILING UNTIL SEPTEMBER 28,
1992,TAX BILLS WILL BE DUE BY
OCTOBER 31, 1992. THE CITY OF
MURRAY APOLOGIZES FOR ANY
INCONVENIENCE THIS DELAY
MAY CAUSE PROPERTY OWNERS.

DO you want to improve
your education or lob skills?
Or maybe get your GED? If
so watch KET. Wednesday night at 9 00/13 00pm
CT for Adult Education A
Step in tie Right Direction
Call toll-free during the
program and learn about
education programs right in
your COTIMunity
Boy Scout Museum at Murray State University needs
old Camping Equipment.
(a11 kinds) old Camp
Patches before 1965. Order of Arrow Patches before 1965 (most have the
letters W W W on them)
Indian Costumes. Neckerchiefs. Personal Rommel;
oences. Diaries, etc Scout
Uniforms before 1945 and
scouting photos Also collecting Girl Scout memorablia Metal or brass pins.
Merit badges before 1960
No books Ship your donated items to Scout Museum, 108 Court Street
Irvine, KY 40336
025

Jo Crass
City Clerk

Toyota Of Murray Inc
is now accepting aggressive applicants to
fill a Service Technician position We offer an excellent benefit package and a
stable future with a
fast growing company. All serious applicants should apply in
person to

Toyota of Murray
515 So. 12th St.

WANTED The National

753-6910

Personate

.

ADOPTION Intelligent, devoted couple most anxious
to give love and•wonderful
future to your newborn At
legal, medical and living
expenses pad Let us help
Call collect
you
516421-5574

r.,
4
[11110
,
1--)
.,..e

Murray
Monday 8-1ru Frday
Ask for Barry Bogard
DRIVERS WANTED
SOUTHWEST MOTOR
FREIGHT INC Starting
team pay 28/r cents per
mile Medical life insur
ance loading unloading

Columbus Hall

753-0466 PO Box 1033

4•1

P.

Murray

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
if you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY
SEALE
age 40 - $9.45
age 50 - 12.37
age 60- 17.69
age 70- 28.93
age 80 - 52.73

ORtVERS WANTED US
XPRESS Inc Starting
team pay 28'4 cents per
mile All conventional fleet
Satellite communications
Medical/Life insurance
Layover/breakdown pay
Assigned tractors If you
have 1 year OTR experience clean MVR and minimum age 23 Cell Vanguard Management Services today'800-336-3278.
HOUSEKEEPER and sitter
wanted 4 30am-8am, 5
days per week Call
753-5211

FiXLALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50- 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70- 22.13
age SO - 42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to Increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
HopkInsvfle Federal Bay. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of service"

WANTED LPN for busy
medical office. Competetive salary and good benefits. Send resume, to P.O.
Box 1040-1 Murray, KY
42071.

EXPERIENCED marine
technician needed for tut
time position, above average electrical background a
must Please send complete resume, references,
and pay expectations to
P 0 Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071.

WANTED roofer's helper.
No experience necessary.
753-5812.

CUT this out arid save my
number. Do house deanwig, cal Betty, 474-2131, or
leave message. Have
references

FRIENDLY home woes
has openings for demon- SEWING jobs wanted, instrators No cash invest- cluding formal wear
ment. No service charge 753-1061.
High commission and hos- WILL do babysitting, lull
tess awards Two catalogs, time or part time, located
over 600 items Call near 1.4SU. References.
1-800-488-4875
753-0456.
GOVERNMENT clerical WILL do ironing in my
lobs available, many in your home Cal 474-2131, ask
area, includes written guar- for Betty or leave phone
antee For information and number
test application call
WILL stay with sick or el800-775-5301
derly, any shift, experience
LICENSED LIFE AND and references Call
AGENT 753-4590
HEALTH
NEEDED. Qualify products, high commissions
lob
with advance before issue,
Business
lead system, and benefits
OPP0flualf
(must qualify for advances
and benefits) Call LOG HOME DEALERSHIP. Top log home manu1-800-252-2581
facturer seeks dealer. ProLPI4, CMA needed for busy tected territory, high earnphysicians office. Send re- ing potential, full training
SUMO to P.O. Box 1040-G, and leads provided. Need
Murray, KY 42071.
not interfere with present
t Models startMIG welders needed, im- employmen
$9690.
at
ing
Vegan
openings.
medals
(5647),
1-800-264-LOGS
KY.
Metals, Sedalia,
OOD LOG
328-8980, ask for Teresa. BRENTW
HOMES, 427 River Rock
MT, MLT, CLA needed for Blvd., Murfreesboro, TN
local physicians office 37129.
Send resume to. P.O Box
1040-H, Murray, KY 42071.

LOST, ailaskan Malamute
dog, name "Sheba' SiCA
needs 10 see vet 436-2163
or 758-9300

Xl.csk,IVicx%
1401 South 16th St. • Murray, Ky. 42071

LOST Mennonite ladies
black iackat at Wal-Mart in
Murray,Sept 41h Return to
Wal-Mart or call
901-6424885
Card of Thanks

AVON OPPORTUNITY.
Proven salesniethods kom
a lop represents*" Unlimited potential. Part time
or full time 7530171
CERTIFIED Nursing Assistant needed, 7-3, 3-11
shifts. Excellent benefits inducing bonus pay, compsWive salary. Apply in person. Mon -Fri. esin-fipm,
Haws Memorial, Holiday
Lane, Fulton, KY.
COVENANT TRANSPORT
NOW HIRING EXPERIENCED AND SINGLE
over the wed truck Wirers
FOR -OUR NEW FLEET

ow son, grandson and asphew. JIRMPUt
Dee kick usney OR July 25, 1992
To those who came to Owl home.
broughtfood,for the beaisilvdflowers,to
all who canw to the funeral home, the
Rev Robert Johnsonfor the message and
words ofconsolation The Kings Sonsfor
the beautiful singing, Miller Funeral
Homefor Ow kindness we received and so
. who carried Jasmine to
all the pallbe
har final reeling place Thanks to ailfor
the beisistVid cards we are still receiving
and se special thanks to all the employees
and steservitors at Kroger where Jimmie
nee employed May the Lord blow
each of you is ow prayer
Mother, Donna McKinney
Grandmother, Enfold lloyd
Uncle. Jew EM Soya
Great Aunt, Mabel Williams

PLUMBERS and experienced helpers needed for
year around work. Permanent position $300 to $800
per week_ 1-800-829-6609.
PRECISION Transmission
needs two R&R men, must
have own loots and experience. Apply at 200 N. 4th,
Murray.

TRUCK DRIVERS, 1 yew
exp. up to 29 cents/mile to
sten. Choose van or flat
Tuition-free training for
those *Ono exp. Great benefits. Cal Poole Truck Line,
1-800-553-9443 Dept
0-26
WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers. $600 plus
weekly. Doll House Cale,
Ports, TN 642-4297.4-12

EXPANSION. FOR MORE
DETAILS CALL Mc or
Mari* RECRUITING,
1400-441-4394.

•

cavating, inc We haul lop
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. 759-1828.
BRUNSWICK Madison 9ft
pool table. New $4000, sell
$1200. 437-4261 days,
488-2336 nights.
KING size waterbed Wood
burning stove Little Tikes
playhouse Other items
753-5723

BECOME A PARALEGAL.
Attorney instructed horns
study, established 1976.
catalog,
FREE
1800-669-2555. Southern
Career Institute, P.O. Box
2158, Boca Raton, FL
33427.

ROOM AT TOP, A Fortune
500 Company is looking for
candidates to join our junior
executives training program. This hist track program will lead to future promotions into management
opportunities. We are expanding in at area's and
need leaders We have.
proven success system
and we promote from
within Call 800-451-2255
or send resume to CICAInsurance. 6620 West
Broad St, At. Al Abbemonte. Richmond, VA
23230.

We would like to say a special thank
you to each one who has shared ow
sorrow arid sadness in the sudden loss of

BUILDINGS save thousands due to customer error 4 sizes available,
25x30, 30x50, 42x70,
50x100 immediate erec4 LUG tires, 1100-20, 16 tion. 1-800-545-2576.
PR, -80-90% rubber new
radial steering tire, COOPER tires with mi11:00-20-16PR. Call leage warranty. Lifeline
753-1111 for further details Classic 60,000 miles
Monogram 50,000 miles.
and price.
Trendsetters 40,000 miles.
TANAUSUN & WOLFF
Warehouse Tire, 400 InNING BEDS,new commer- dustrial Road, Murray,
cial home units from $199. 753-1111.
Lamps, lotions, &MOSSOries. Monthly payments low ENCYCLOPEDIA Ameras $18. CaV today,free new icana, reg. price, $1400
catalog, Now on sale for $995 Fi
color
nancing available Includes
1-800-228-6292.
free set of children's books
BOGARD trucking and ex- Call 759-9988.

2 WOOD healers,excellent
condition, triple wall flue, all
for $100. 492-8402 or
901642-8602.

Pumpkins
(AI Oa's)

Indian Corn
Corn Shocks
Straw Stalks
For Salo at
Rainbow Sno
next to Filer 1
Fri Afternoon
& Saturday

FRESH Kentucky Lake catfish, live or dressed Murray
Bait Co., 753-5693
GUN SAFES by Liberty, the
best on the market. Model
on display at Simmons
Security Systems, 810 Sycamore St., Murray. KY
753-9403 Bring this ad and
receive $1 00 off any safe
Expires 10/20/92 M-F,
9-00-2 30.
HOME stereo, Sansui receiver, 120 watt CD, dual
cassette, 14 bane eq ,
turntable, preset tuner, 175
watt 3 way speakers Call
759-1690 after 5pm
MILLIONAIRES MILUONAIRES, PANGBURN'S
CANDY IS BACK IN MURRAY. Charlie's Safe T
Pharmacy

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
Sizes
4 X 10
10 X 20
5 X 4
5 X 10
Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station

Nursing Assistants

Equal Oppurtunity Employer

ea west io Johnny Robertson Road
south lo Sp Haw Roe& nght on Se Heft Road 1/4 este
'.,Lt. ...

OTR Hornady Truck Line,
1 800 648 9664

training in facility. Apply in person
Monday-Friday 8-4.

KY

P.m . t.r.

nus conventionals Require 23 years arid lyr

$$$ EARN extra money
House of Uoyd Decor &
More hiring demonstrators
for home party business.
No investment Free $300
kit Set your own hours.
Weekly commission
checks_ Call Cindy,
753-1460

JOIN the new Avon Its not
just pin money, its real
money $20 kits Door to
door unnecessary AssisExcellent benefits and bo
Manager, PARK RANGERS. Game
nus package If you have I tant
1 800 866 2243
wardens, security, mainteyear OTR experience
clean MYR and age 23 Call KENTUCKY licensed opti- nance, eM. No exp. necessary. For information cal
today! 800-251 6291
cian for finishing lab Cap219-769-6649, ext 7159,
DRIVERS WANTED able of training other per- 9arn-9prn, 7 days.
will
that
Optiaanry
sonel
paid
experience
flatbed
weekly loaded/empty be capable of passing the PART time general mainteKentucky State Board of nance repair and ground
miles hie/health insurance
Opticians Please send re work. Includes painting,
bonus, rider program AD
VANCED DISTRIBUTION sume to H C Denham, roofing, carpentry and genSYSTEM 800-364 1047 0 D . 312 N 12th, Murray, eral work Must be hardKY 42071
working, energetic, de24 hours 7 days a week
pendable, and capable of
working alone, without
supervision Farm background helpful. Must have
transportation, starting
Full and part time positions available.
$4 50/hr 753-3018 after
7pm.
Certification preferred, but will provide

(Dean mum at 6001

OPEN TO folf. Pt,F, c

DRIVERS Start 24
cents 26 cents Earn to 30
cents Home regularly, free
medicatdental retirement,
$1 ,000 tarp pay, safety bo-

pay, layover stop pay
satellite communications

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Knight. Of

DRIVERS do you want
better pay? Do you want
more miles? Then call J B
Hunt 1 800-2JB-HUNT
E0E/sublect to drug
screen

BLUEGRASS Banjo lessons. $7.00. 753-1487.

Connie
Smith
Gymnastics

641 North
753-3195
85
753-55

RJR ROME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

Fall Classes
Beginning
NOW
Can to sign up:

713-2711 or 71134706
COMPUTER Technology
Plus, Inc. Computer
courses, seminars, and
computer programming
759-9158.

FOR RENT
WAREHOUSE OR
STORAGE BUILDING
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
50x50 with 12x 14 overhead door and 1
service door

753-5976
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Cal 753-9433
after 5pm.
CASH for mobile home
tires 57-$12 each.
436-257$
CASH paid Mr good, used
riles, shotguns, end pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
USED and antique furniture, glass. tools, quilts
474-2262. 9014424290
WANTED: Metalsuos products. Cd 750-9020

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts:
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
1280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood River
Embayment. The property would be good for
any type development or the perfect place for
your lake home. Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course. only seven miles from
Murray.

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Wing* • 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
Local Phone 436-5717 after 5 p.m.

YP.
•

PACE 15

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1992

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS
For Rest
Or Lease

Pets
& Supplies

1967, 14x70, EXTRA nice,
must be moved, must sell
753-4459

GREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759-4061

HAND tad tame 3 month
old Cockatiels $50rea
489 2871

HUNTING supplies, ca- TIRES. Tires Tires New
mouflage clothing for men and used Warehouse Tire
and boys army boots, insu- 400 Industrial Rd., Murray,
lated hunting boots shot- 753-1111
guns and rifles Jerry's
U.S. SURPLUS Desert
Sporting Goods 6th and
Storm combat boots, made
Walnut, P•Aayheld, KY
in the U S A new and
KILLS FLEAS! By EN- used, sizes 6-12A Price
FORCER Flea Killers for range, $15436 Call
pets, home and yard Guar- 759-1983. ask for Billy at
anteed effective. Buy EN- Murray Shoe Repair.
FORCER at: Murray TV
VINYL $2 88 and up. ParHome and Auto Hardware,
quet and vinyl tile in stock
Shopping
North Side
Rock quarry paneling on
Center.
sale. Open 8-5 weekdays.
LET us make your clothes. 8-12 on Saturday
alter and repair Uniforms 901-4988964
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
1SS
See and Sew, Country
MurSquare, 1608 N. 121,
Applarices
•
ray. 753-6981
36' MAGIC Chef electric
LIKE new bunk bed, dark range, good condition.
wood, $250. 25' color TV, 435-4569
cabinet style, $200. 13'
stove and reblack and white TV; $40. B.SW TV,
good condition
frigerator,
mesh,
10'
system,
Sattelite
$600 753-3248 after 5pm 753-5098

2 HYDRAUUC hoists for
grain ruck 492-8411
CASE J-32 hydraulic drrve
wood splitter, fits Case/
Ingersoll 400 and 600 series tractors with 3 point
hitch $700 753-1022

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able 753-2905 for more
information

200

•

A00

Produce
APPLES for freezing, can
!lingo(drying Taking order
for apple cider 753-4725
McKenzie's Orchard

Almo
on Duncantown Rd.
off 464 - follow
signs.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 17-18-19
8 a.m. till ?
Antique dolls, clothes,
toys and misc items

Huge 3-Party
Garage Sale

Garage
Sale

641 North, left at 464,
right at stop sign, right
at Hopkins-Short Rd.
Follow signs.
Thurs., Fri. & Sal
8-?
Waterbed, dinette set, baby
items and clothes sizes 012, teen & adult clothes,
12' bike, Home Interior.
toys and much more

Gigantic
5-Party
Yard Sale

3

3-

al

641 Auction House

Estate Auction

Medlock's Auction Service

E4:lieit?atfaiiiir,artiaaa

( ESTATE AUCTION )

SATURDAY, SEPT. 19, 1992
10:00 A.m. NEAR PILOT OAK, KY

•tv

A

CONSIGNMENT AUCTION

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113 EHO

Saturday, September 19, 1992 5:00 p.m.
Location: Tr -City, KY.Intersection KY Hwys.94 & 97

FARRIS AUCTION HOUSE
PERSONAL ITEMS TO BE SOLD...

C

Recess
For Rent

Beautiful antique platform rocker,Stratford sofa with matching wingback
chair, old upnght Grand piano, antique kitchen cabinet, Kroehlei
furniture, old walnut table with six chairs, sideboard and chins cabinet,
sofas and chairs, oak round table with matching chairs, living room
furniture, bedroom furniture including Black Lacquer dresser with round
mirror, Singer Future II sewing machine with cabinet, beautiful Howard
Miller Regulator wall clock, large collection of smoking items, pipes,
pipe racks, lighters, humidon, old tobacco peg, old rope boat bumper.
"My Buddy" tackle box, several collectible fishing lures, magazine rack,
night stand, sewing box table, old kitchen cabinet, metal cabinet, large
poster bed, walnut bed, dresser, four maple chairs, pine mantle, four
rocking chairs, large "Coke" signs, "What-Not" shelf, cold dnnk
machine,coffee tables,chest of drawers,two gas powered lawn trimmers,
Commerical Size 220 Volt Air Conditioning Unit, child's sewing set,
automatic washer and dryer, color iv sets, two ten-speed bikes, Warm
Morning Gas heating stove. GE cook stove, old coal stove, lawn mower,
toys, water ski, plus several box lots with moss flans consigned everyday

DIRECTLY across from
MSU, sleeping rooms,
$250, furnished, includes
utilities, kitchen, washer,
dryer priviledges No pets.
753-8191

Sousse

For Ilsee
29R farmhouse in Lynn
Grove area, $250 plus deposit 1-354-6855 after
4Pfrl
2BR on South 12th Street
753-4109

AR Ris AucTioki
I

.•••••el•

_

CA:4
,
TN

Firm

*2121

44% chi Now°

AVAILABLE September 6,
1992, 3br, 2 baths. bnck
house, $400/mo Call
753-7890

TN Lk. #2431

"The Sound of Selling"

Axiftp

Richard Farris, Apprentice Auctioneer
••••

P.O. Bea HO

Rawl. ST

INS40047011

On Hwy 339 West To Hwy 129, Proceed 44 Mlles To Sale!
From Hwy 45 At Water Valley, Ky Take Hwy 94 East 5 Miles To
Hwy 129 Proceed North 2 Miles To Sale Sitei
From Murray, Ky Take Hwy 94 Southwest To Pilot Oak.
Proceed North 2 Mlles On Hwy 129 To Sale Site!

21314 Lake ft dock and more
59,000 Lake view lot of Ky
lake, one of best 45.000
Lake front cottage, new
dock, 39,900 278 A 98 A
crops wild life 150,000 2or
home 50 A row crop
80,000 6br, 3ba, 3300 soft
UR,69,900 2br lba base
merit home. NICE, 29 900
4ba, 1br NG heat CE air
city water, 32,900 2br, 2ba
in ground
brk FP, rec
pool, NICE, 68,900 Bob
RE/MAX
Haley,
753ESOLD

Yard Sale

Yard Sale
3 miles east of

LARGE selection of Pre
370
Owned Mobile Homes
Livestock
4-10 *sides 712' *Ades,
& Supplies
double
1
and
wides
9-14'
ATTENTION Hunters
410
Army surplus, army tents, wide to choose from Priced C&B HAMPS sale Septum
Public
Boars/
camouflage netting, 6th to sell' Dinkins Mobile bier 21 Hampshire
Sale
Homes, Inc, Hwy 79 E, Gilts HampX open gilts
and Chestnut, Saturday
Boars 50
Yorkshire
891
1-800-642-4
TN
Pans,
753-9775
Crossed Gilts bred
The Housing Leader!!
502-877-5408
210
MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles and HUDSON Company. SadFkewood
doubles Financing avail- dles, Bridles & Horse sup121 So. 3 miles from
able Clean, late model plies. 753-4545, 759-1823,
Murray
A FIREWOOD for sale homes Green Tree Finan- 753-6763.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
437-4667
cial Corp -Kentucky,
or
Sept 17, 18 & 19
606-223-1010
380
Pete
1-800-221-8204.
8-5
220
& Supplies
chair,
,
v
I
Color
baths,
2
3br,
16x80,
NEW
Musical
glassware. pato furniture,
extra insulation (R-22, 10 LABRADOR Retriever
clothing. antique IPOIS,
PIANO tuning and repair, R-11, R-11), storm door, pups, 4wks old. 7 choc, 3
storm windows, delivered, black, 5 males, 5 females
stuffed animals Something
753-2099
double-blocked and tied $100/9a 489-2770.
160
for everyone
MOVING sale Whirlpool
serPIANO tuning, expert
down for only $19,900 inHome
no-frost refrigerator w/
Gotts- cluding central heat and air! ADORABLE miniature
John
repair
and
vice
Ftirrilshinge
icemaker Kenmore apt
chalk, 753-9600
Dinkins Mobile Homes, AKC Dachshund puppies
size dishwasher Frigxiaire 6 MATCHING dining
red, 6 wks old, $125 Call
Inc., Hwy 79 E., Paris, TN
sale,
for
clarinet
WOOD
laundry center (apt sized chairs, $125 753-8836
753-7505 after 4pm.
The
-4891
1-800-642
$225 For more information
stacked washer/dryer)
Housing Leader!'
BEAGLES, good running
-40in. Tappan gas range COUCH and loveseat, call 759-4934
ready to go
14,000 BTU air conditioner. cream color, $60/both
SELLING or buying a mo- dogs,
210
Floor furnace. All in excel- 753-7656 after 5pm
1622 College Farm Rd.
bile home/ We have fi- 436-5337
lent condition. Call DINING table and 4 chairs,
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
nancing for you Nation's CHESAPEAKE Bay ReMiscslansous
753-8569
7 till ?
largest manufactured triever, AKC, 18 weeks old.
$50 436-2009
All name brand clothing for
MURRAY lawn tractor, SLEEPER sectional sofa, CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY. home lender. Call Excellent hunting dog,$75
women, men & boys, wo753-2136
11hp, 36' cut, $325 gray/blue, $700 Table Gallinburg's Original Wed- 1-800-221-8204.
men sizes 8 thru 16, petite
Thoughtful SPECIAL limited time only.
753-8292
lamp, $50 King size ding Chapel
Retriever pups,
sizes4 thni 8, mens
through Lender has committed to GOLDEN
rendered
is
service
AKC, light Golden Color,
MURRAY tractor mower. waterbed w/4 drawer chest,
boys 10 thru 18, lots of
music, flowers, photo- finance only 500 homes $125. Retriever stock
$350 753-2068
loam, coats, shoes,
36' out $350 437-4641
graphs, videos and recep nationwide with low down
653-6126.
purses, women's shoes 7bons 1-800-922-4573
NEW standard size white
payment and small periodic
7'12N. 8-8'4M. WA Turtle
tub and shower unit, $125
nor- HAVE an obedient, safe
MEW'S BARGAIN BIN
toys, Nintendo & games,
COINS and STAMPS are payments less than
753-7901
are
1109 Pogue Ave.
dog for show or home
books, telescope, drapes,
popular A new selection of mal payments. If you
759-9940
bedspreads, pillows, brass,
stamps is now available at employed full time and Classes or prtvate lessons
POST frame buildings
CleenUsedFurniture, Apmen & women's new
The Book Rack (in Murray have *Tod edIt, I can give Serving Murray for over
24'x40'x9' erected, $4596.
pliances, and Mist Items
decorative
at Dixieland Shopping Cen- you payments less than 12yrs 436-2858
watches.
plus height. Other sizes
Use Our Layaway Plan
-pieces. Too much to list it
ter) and Decades Ago (in your weekly paycheck.
available Blitz Builders,
G and gnawSCRATCHIN
Now Renting Nintendo
all!
Hazel). These stores also Only at LUV homes, Rich1-800-628-1324
ing got your best friend
sell coins, proof sets, silver mond, KY 606-623-2140_
JACK
HAPPY
Feed
down?
REFRIGERATOR (2)
dollars, collector supplies
PRIMO 40 SELECT for
Chest of drawers(6) Soda
You may also visit us at
2#0
YOUR AD
hyper-allergic dogs who
machine for sale cheap
Toonerville Trolley (in
Motiks
meat and
16S
tolerate
cannot
BE
COULD
759 9003
Hazel), Treasure House
Homes For Rent
soy based feeds Contains
Murin
Manor
(Southside
HERE
SUNBEAM Ember Master
Antiques
'Mother Nature's flea repelray) and the Mercantile SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
fireplace insert, brass front,
Distributed by
lant.
disor
gas
Walking
electric
CALL
and
glass doors, good condi- NOW open The May Berry (Aurora) We buy coins
BREEDERS SUPPLY,
stamps and appraise es- tance to college 753-5209
tion, $125. Real-Fyre ra- Antique Mall, 114 W
753-1916
800-432-9342
diant heat LP gas logs, may Broadway, downtown May- tates CHRISTOPHER'S
753-4161
Open
COINS,
12n
Ky
be converted natural gas field,
Good condition, $125. 9 30am-5 00pm, Monday- GATLINBURG Summitt
Atlirsinlts
Smith Corona portable Saturday 1 00pm-5 00pm, Breathtaking mountain top
elec typewriter, excellent Sunday 247-1979
views. Fireplace, balcony, 1, 2, 3 or 4BR furnished
condition, $100 753-6165
Fri., Sept. 18 • 6:00 p.m.
kitchen, indoor pool, eicuz- apartments, nice, new unizis. Honeymoon and versity. 753-6111 daytime.
3 miles North of Paris, TN on Hwy. 641 N.
weekend specials! Free 753-0606 nights
brochure, 1-800-242-4853,
Will be selling the personal property from
1 OR 2br apts. near downSaturday, Sept. 19 — 10 a.m.
(205) 988-5139
the estate of the late Miss Henritta Medlock
753-4109.
Murray.
town
at 1109 Grove St., Perla, TN
of Ashland City, TN.
GET MARRIED, beautiful
Turn off Hwy. 79 S. on Dale St. Watch for
Violin w/case, glassware, silverware, linens &
28R duplex, central h/a,
MounSmoky
in
chapel
oil lamps,2 AM & FM stereos with 8 track
towels,
753-4640.
auction signs. Cross Dunlap St. go 2 blocks
hook-up.
w/d
tains, Gatlinburg, Wed& turntables, cast iron dutch oven, skillets(2)old
to Grove St.
dings simple to elegant, 2 HOUSES and 2 apartGriswold, small kitchen appliances, kitchen caLots of fine merchandise and antiques. Old
photographs, flowers, limo, ments Call 753-9669 or
11 base 8c wall units, 14' color t.v., maple
binets
clocks, solid maple dining table and 4 chairs;
ordained
videos, lodging,
753-8101
leaf
table, mahogany buffet table, library
drop
couch
cabinet;
antique round front oak china
minister, 1-800-242-7115.
seat sofa, 5 odd maple tables, 1 poster
love
table,
apart2br
new
ALMOST
and chair to match; new swivel rocker; occabed Tools: hoes, rakes, picks, shovels, wood
TIME Share Units and ment with garage, central
Phyfe
Duncan
rockers;
sional chair; 2 antique
splitters, axes, post hole diggers, hand saws,
campground member- Wit, appliances Quiet area
tier table; Duncan Phyfe drum table; antique
hammers, 1 man crosscut saw, 1 ton chain hoist,4
ships Distress sales, $450/mo 753-8096 or
chandelier; big wall mirror;color t.v.; real nice 4
hyd. jacks, c-clamps, rigid pipe vise, battery
Cheap! Worldwide selec- 753-2633
charger, Black & Decker elec. power tools, 71/4"
piece poster bedroom suite made in 30's; 4
bons Call Vacation Net
2br, water
4" drive drills, 2-saber saws, vibrator
3
Skil saw, 2/
piece real nice cherry high poster bedroom
work, U S and Canada EXTRA large,
$305/mo
,
furnished
sander, belt sander. Other items too numerous to
rugs
throw
2
or
with
rug
1-800-736-8250
suite; nice 9x12 oriental
5pm
list.
305-566-2203 Free rental 753-6733 after
to match; real nice secretary bookcase; antiFor Information Call
ation
inform
end
Hazel,
2
and
table
Apartments,
coffee
HAZEL
que Duncan Phyfe
70 or 842-8869
9014342-40
You
renting.
KY, is now
tables to match; 25 to 30 good old antique
305-563-5586
,
handicapped
62,
be
must
highoak
antique
parts;
clock
of
lots
clocks;
or disabled New 1 and 2br
back bed; bridge lamp; old blue crock bowl,
260
Executor
Bob Medlock
units. 502-527-8574 for
Business
white buttermilk pitcher with blue rings; other
Wayne Medlock
Auctioneer
more information. Equal
electric
40"
oven;
Services
crocks; bowls; microwave
Paris, TN.
Firm I 2009
Housing Opportunity
range; frost free refrigerator; Maytag washer
PRIVATE Investigator
LUXURY 2br duplex, fireand dryer; GE upright freezer; antique sausD.B A. Confidential Investiplace, large deck, garage
age mill; aladdin lamp; iron skillet; iron tea
gations, Southside Shopw/electric opener
Corningkettle;
wash
kettle;
#102,
Suite
bean
iron
Center,
ping
kettle;
753-3742 after 5pm
Murray, 753-2641
ware; Pyrex; Royal Crown ice chest; stepladNEW 2br brick, gas heat,
der; extension ladder; tall wood cabinet; sevw/d hook-up, 10x10 deck,
270
eral pieces of white marble; lots of glass and
402 B Northwood Dr ,
&bin
dishes; old jewelry;tools; lot of items not listed.
$400/mo References and
Hanoi For Ws
deposit required 753-4873
Shorty McBride #1779
1983 14x70 21x, 2 bath,
after 3 30pm
Auctioneer
central hie. 753-4523
RAIN OR SHINE
NEW 2br dupiex, carport,
238
Phone 901-642-1
: DECEASED
effiSCII101116
L
energy
LANS
appliances,
cient, deck. No pets. Lease,
$400/mo. 753-7457.
From Meyeeld,Ky Take Nay 333 South To Lebanon Li Proceed
Sports
Equipment

Real
Estate

Pubis

loubk
Saki

Molar
Homes Fee kb

Artie.**
For Sale

Articles
For Sale

A30

110

410

150

360

ISO

•

2200 Carol Dr.
Preston Heights
Sub.
Sept 19, 1992
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Lots of girls clothing,
some men's & women's.

6 ACRES in pasture with
electric fence 7 miles
northwest of Murray on Pal
mer Rd 489-2740

Carport
Sale

CLEAN-UP shop on
acre. $13.000 436-2652
KOPPERUD REALTY otters a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222

1610 Magnolia
Fri., Sept. 18
7 a.m. to ?
Sat., Sept 19
7 a.m. to 12 Noon
Clothing, Avon, misc.
Items & furniture.

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Bob Haley, Jean Bird Bel
Air Center 502-753-SOLD
1-800-369-5780

Yard Sale

Carport
Sale
1103
Circarama, Dr.
Murray, Ky.
Friday
Sept. 18th.
8 -4

Bendefield Subd.
121 N. just before
county line. Watch
for sign.
Sept 18 & 19
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Queen size water bed
& matching chest,
items,
household
all sizes.
clothes
Make me an offer'

LOGI
For Sale

WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City wa
ter, natural gas, cablevi
sion, 3 3/10 miles on 94
west horn Murray City Limits, 6% simple interest financing available
753-5841 or 753-1566
•

- 2 family
Garage Sale
1612 Magnolia Dr.
Friday Only
Sept 18
8:00-?
Kenmore sewing machine, kids clothes,
womens size 14
clothes, more.

Yard Sale
1311 Poplar
Murray, Ky.
Fri., Sept. 18
6:00 to 1:00
Sat., Sept. 19
6:00 to 12:00
Old junk

Large
Garage Sale
Sat, Sept. 19th
7 a.m.-6 p.m.
North on Penny Road
to Wadesboro/Magnus
Road and follow signs.
Toys, jewelry, clothing
(children's & adults).
hunting ;terns, hand
tools and much more

Yard
Sale

17 ACRES farm and pasture land, older frame
house with several outbuildings, pond, 2 wells
489-2740

Backyard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
1409 Sycamore

HUNTER'S Paradise! 157
acre farm in Tennessee
has both mature and young
forest. Tendable acreage is
in government set-aside
program providing annual
income of $5600 Three
ponds and abundant wildlife. MLS 074402, $69,500,
Call Joan at Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.

&
Twin
mattress
springs, exercise bike,
jewelry, potted plants,
crafts,
handmade
eleclric can opener,
clothes, collectables.
Please park off ol Sycamore

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

2BR house at lake, smal
and cute $25,000 Leave
message, 436-2993
BRICK house, 3br, LR
den, kitchen, bath downstairs, 2large rooms, bath
upstairs. Also, basement,
extra large outbuilding. excellent for antique or craft
shop on 37i acres on Hwy
94 East, 3 miles $77,000
753-3746.

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

2 baths,
/
BY owner: 3bd, 21
Ir, dr, kitchen, fireplace, finished basement with den,
utility, 2 car garage, outbuilding, satellite dish New
aluminum siding $70'5
Pine Creek subd in Coldwater Call 489-2972
Shown by appt only

Yard Sale
Fri., Sept 18
8 a.m.-?
Gibb Store Rd. off of
Wiswell on left.
Tow bar, glass shower
door,$35.00,storm door
children's
$15.00,
clothes sizes newborn
to 10, women & men's
clothes- all sizes, lots of
misc.

HOME with income. Six
rooms, 3br, 2 bath,
screened and carpeted patio, all electric built-in
kitchen, central h/a. Separate entrance to upstairs, 4
room and bath apt., newly
decorated for rental. 14
acre site, reduced to
$49,900. 759-1122.

;

LOOK at me! Brick home
large lot. 3 bedroom, 2
bath, central h/a, priced to
sell, upper $50's. Professional Real Estate,
759-1591 day or night.

Sy 1st It
rat ItlytWut

Fri., Sept. 18
8 a.m. till ?
Hwy.94 East 3 miles
from Murray.
Large selection children's clothes & other
odds & ends.

Antiques & Guts
Furniture, punched tin
lights herb wreaths &
swags country lamps,
stoneware crocks Father
Christmas is herel
Como by and browse
121 South to Oki Sarni Rd
Wed.-Set. 19-5 p.m
Sun. 2-5 p.m

NEW 3 or 4br, LA, DR, 2
baths, central h/a, walk-in
CL., self deaning range.
microwave, dishwasher,
disposal, oak cabinets
over 2000 sq.ft., only
$69,750. 753-5561 or
759-1610.

1587 RIR CROVM VICTORIA 4 DOOR AUTOMOBILE

36,000 ACTUAL MILES!! LOADED! EXTRA NICE!
1972 Buick LeStsbre 4 Door Automobile
Affileassbilss UM At 12:00 Ilsoall
_
aleell 11111111111111811111LSI Wood Lalhe • Radial Arm Saw • Dr* Pr••••
Maw • Table Saw • Band Sew • Drafting Table • Numerous General
Wood Working Shop Tools • As Compressor

Clitbelg Torch & Gapes • Sears 2100 Watt Generator Power uno •
Olean 6 Hone Rear rine TOW • Snapper Se Propelled Electnc Start
Walk 13ehind Mower w/Bagger • Hand II Yard Tools • Fishing meowsmous • 2-Sinai Boat Motors • Chain Sews
3 Pt Tractor Olec • 3 Pt Blade • 3 Pt Hy0 Wood Splitter • 2 Bottom
Plow • 1 Bottom Flow • UR Pole •3 Pt. Carry AS•PTO Poet Hole Digger • 3 Pt PTO Broadcast Spreader
EMEOELIt ITIBIBI French PrOvrcs•I Soto Side Charre-End Tables-Cot**
Table • Two-Large Beveled Lamont • Mob French Provinciel 6 Piece Bedroom Sues vogue Bed • Wile, French Proemial Tar, Bedroom Suite • TwoWNW Molar Crows • WNW Water Rooter • Odd Antique Tidies • Odd Cie*
I Wood Chars • Odd Rockers • Marble Enhance Piece vitarror • Antique
Baby Bed • 0•11 Ch•St • $4914 Eille/IC Sewing Machine • Singer Tneddle
SesAng Machine • Vrniripool Weiner i Dryer Nos • z.notr, Color Console
tourism • Deese. Reteo-Plever • Old Records • Seen Lip Rcht Frosts,•
Chest Type Freezer • Frigkleire Eleclnc Range • Several Nice Sets Cs
Wmill0011 awl Lawn II Palo Furniture • Oull Fr110••• • Old Toys • Lob I Lob
CS Seedy Nowa• Deals • tamps • Pots Pans Chews KeOwn 44441wwils
• Lob CS kiloe peen Jels • Linens • Piceuree-Prints • C.0••••••• Jewelry • Brass
1 04•111 1,0C,• CreekerY •
Flrepeice Set• Tee Cab Table Sell • Son Noon • ,
She Rldga Peery Set • Slengl Poen, was Pone SCA • HaC Seib Sevens
0411..rany KlirWth Okare 10 Plies Selling • Bevy% NMI • UAW P••••11 •
Depression Ere Glees • Untseuel Whet Knot Colectobies 01 Al Kinds—Lob II
Lola •Lob 01 ibioseeneaus
[COME* BETRZIENTOAY OF saus•Cow PK PARIED TO SPEND TIE DAY11

CASH
ES_. •+tR.
JAM,,,,,,,_
AL ESTATE BROKER
F top • 1 A44r.1
, RC

KENTUCKY
, • , 1,3, i, F Al( 502 623 8885
, ,'
1 HE St l t INC MACHIN

J

• RC

ion

A

le

Sat.,Sept. 19th,1992 at 10 a.m.at Mr.Otis G. Moore home
1/2 mile south of Hazel, Ky. on Hwy. 641. Watch for
auction signs.
Maple bedroom suite - nice couch & chair - other odd chairs coffee & end tables - table lamps - breakfast set & 6 chairs organ stool - flatware - W.S. George china - pots & pans - small
kitchen appliances - pressure canner - electric fan - nice small
chest freezer - straight chairs - wringer washer - vacuum
cleaner - small mirror - rag rug - 24" doll - exercise equipmentyard chairs - picnic table - fruit jars - Snapper riding mower line trimmer - 5 h.p. tiller - also 5 h.p. rear tine tiller - 24' ext.
ladder - garden push plow - wood cabinet - circle saw - 1/2" drill
motor - steel & wood bits 8s brace - chain saw -24" pipe wrench log chain - post hole digger - shovels - corn scoop - old frow shop hammers - bench leg vise - old carpenter tool box - other
wrenches & tools - wash tub - other items not listed. Auction
held rain or shine - not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available. For more information and your auction needs phone
502-435-4144.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. ours' Firm 2333
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall, Ky. Auctioneers
"My Scruice Doesn't Cost, 18 Pays"
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based on your own date
&or your personalized Jeane Dixon horoscope.
bill you 95 cents a
siIl
company
phone
Your
-77KK.
-9011-9K8
of birth, call I
530
minute.)
!Welke'
Semites
011seed
cjuld
MON
Oilseed
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE legal document. A mistakewell
a
For Sale
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: turn out to he costly asoutlet
for
new
a
Find
sing.
embarras
repair
parta
machine
assist
Sears
SEWING
to
at
backward
FENCE sales
Bend oyer
by Yamaha,
Four Star *
‘4EW hail for sale at 19911 &MA
DODGE Ram. loght
your energy. creativity and enthusinow; Call Sears 753 2310 Kenneth Barnhill
ner. Together you will accomplish
*
miles, good 1989
?CO
than
less
subdnew
in
one
Melrose
chrome,
900
extra
Home
Nor your 753-2674
gray,
Mobilo
estimate
free
asm.
for
possidreamed
tiler
you
than
more
354-8896
.sion west of Doran Rd condition $650
owner, excelent condition,
VIRGO (Aug. 21-Sept. 22): A
needs
Parts & SSIVICe
SHEETROCK finishing, ble! In December. a new product
'Dr 2 baths lots of closets,
low mileage Cal 753-1010
project is headed in the right
pet
ng
marketi
dedu
t
Larry
and
ceilings
differen
Porches
a
textured
leveling
ng,
requires
480
FOR bushhoggi
rersized garage private
after 4pm
. Publicize your efforts.
with
direction
ons
492-8742
available
seeding
suggesti
Chrwman
dirt or gravel and
approach. Be open to
aurtyard 753 3903
could make a big splash if you
metal rod
You
ps
753-3.413
call
Higher-u
yards,
people.
younger
from
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
SID
NiiCE 3br 2 bath atecerpott,
give it your best shot. Seek a heartp abilities
White rubberized
FOR hrs, small backhoe Removal Insured with lull Still assess your leadershi
crooned deck above NEW bug shields for pickor
to-heart talk with mate.
coaeng
genroof
and
ded
Openhan
1993.
esFree
equipment
and
e
early
of
in
line
foreign
reasonabl
vans,
for
pobs,
small
and
Campers
;round pool storage build- ups
cooing
root
solver
LIBRA (Sept. 23-(Xt. 22): Seize
Be
or
night,
friends.
Day
many
timates
smoke
have
and
erous. )ou
rates. 753-8295
nice dog kennel. on domestic, dear
minrs
COBRA
2T
1991,
opportunity to eypand your
unique
to
bed
a
753 5484
Everlock virrft
certain the person you want
-irge lot in stela area, tint $1950/es Ptak-up
GENERAL Repair plumbmolortome, loaded, 7,000
Success conies when .you
Auto
ing
Key
underpinn
horizons.
501ea
$34
for
sm
mats.
enthusia
4
your
6
9
2
9
8
4
shares
500
'46
T C Dinh Repair and Main- marry
ing, roofing, tree work
miles 1984 sr. tin Chevy
753-5500
Do not limit your121S
flexible.
Hwy
Parts
more
are
coming
venings
K flak underpinn
tenance Electrical - Clean- helping others. Your family
436-2642
raised roof minni-minni
any one way of doing things.
to
self
summer
as
Main
grow
1210/1212
s
ing
Sewer
28'
mitment
1985
Doors, Windows.
camper van
JPPORTUNITY knocks
GERALD WALTERS
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Noy. 21):
Street 753-6111 office, approaches.
Mewl Siding. Floor
Ica Wincicruser motor
wen this book ranch with 2
paintsiding,
vinyl
your
Rooting,
753-0606 after 5pm.
Repair
home 1979 24' Midas
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Activities geared to pleasetoday'.
arge bedrooms modern
ing Free estimates 18
spirits
your
boost
ones
35.000
e,
loved
motorhorn
Avalmom
hankie
living
room
singer
oath family
THE Gutter Co Seamless THIS DATE:
years t ipenence Local re
Yet, a friend or social event may
1974 VOLKSWAGON, miles, very good Howard
oorn and large kitchen
nIng
aluminum gutters, variety on, actor Robert Blake, country
CondltIo
Air
489-2267
ferenos
Brokers
B1113
Brandon.
your Worts to spend time
hamper
star
ocated near town on acre 1984 Camaro 435-4630
baseball
inPride,
Licensed.
Charley
colors
of
singer
Phone 502-492-8488
GUTTERING By Sears sured Estimate available. Ryne Sandberg.
ot Just reduced to 1979 VOLKSWAGON Inc. 701 South 12th St
alone with someone special. Protect
Hwy. 641
Murray, KY 502 753-4389
Sears residential and com- 759-4690
$32 000 MLS $4091 Call Rabbit, auto, low mileage
your privacy.
it
ARIES (March 2I -April 19): Be
or 502-753-5960
N. Hazel
mercial continuous gutters
Kopperud Realty
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
who needs
489-2609
pal
a
to
friend
real
a
,
Generator
'S
THWEATT
specihca
for
your
installed
753-1222
28', 5th WHEEL camper
You may' have to play the role
21):
atticheery
Your
ement.
Serand
Staner
encourag
Alternator
Call Sears 753-2310
1982 DATSUN 310 GX
reduced from $2900 now BILLS bath and kadien bons
now: this should suit
observer
of
windfall
KY
SPACIOUS home located 2 door coupe $1000
Almo,
1,
vice, Route
tude can help. A financial
refinishing tubs and sinks. for free estimate
$2200 437-4261 days
at 701 S 16th for sate by 437 4641
you Just tine. You gain time to figthe
753-8742
Resist
works.
the
in
he
could
and
porcelin
including
488-2336 nights
HADAWAY Construction
)wner Includes 3 or 41ar 2
ure out your nest 'nose. Get in
fiberglass, cultured marble Home remodeling, paint ROGER Hudson rock haul- temptation to blow it all at once!
1982 HONDA Accord
atris iarge FR with fireand formica repair Recolor ing, wallpaper, carpentry, ing, gravel, sand, dirt, driveTAURUS (April 20-May 2(l): touch with a relative later tridav
520
place LR DR recreation gray good condition
CAPRICORN (Dec. -22-Jan.
counterand
s
appliance
5,
753-454
rock.
way
Manage your own finances. -SomeBoas
floor covenng No job too
oorn carport and garage 5speed $1200 or reason753-1484
tops
19): If you must change your plans
753-6763
I Motors
one may try to play fast and loose
small 436-2052
with two drive access on able otter 759-2512
accommmlate others. do so withto
those
of
Beware
funds.
car
acre
your
Repair
with
hat
tree covered
BOBS Plumbing
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
14 JON boat and trailer
HONDA Accord
1985
Speent
HOME
Improvem
grumbling. You might find that
out
Service All work guarannet lot Approx 4 000 sq ft
Repair, replacement, new who make big promises: lainching
5 speed 2 door hatch- $650 437 4261 days
cialist Vinyl siding, win
work out even better in the
things
an
s
sew753-1134
provide
home
ander root contains 3 100 back,$2175 obo
teed
pumping,
at
n,
or
dining
installatio
488-2336 nights
claws. carports. and patio
Clear communication
run.
long
living space and ample
s
basement
talk.
ers footings,
opportunity for a candid
SER- enclosures 753-0280
759-9538
1988 PROCRAFT Fish Siu BRYON S LAWN
storage Priced in the low
service
you avoid cimtrontations..loader
helps
20):
Backhoe
-June
21
I
(May'
GEMIN
boat Garage kept low VICE Free estimates
1986 FORD Escort wagon
$90 s Shown by appoint
AQUARIUS 1Jan. .211-Veb. IK
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515 The emphasis now is on getting out
KITCHEN CABINET RE
753 4591 after 5pm
hours. trolling motor in
merit only Call 753-9830
air/tape runs great
COVERY existing doors 8
Your plans tend to change I corn
freeloaders
dash depth finder and 2 live BULLDOZING backhoe, frames with woodgrain for- PLUMBING, electrical, of a rut and showing any
437-4023
moment to Mt Mien! tixlay. A heasy
kindyour
this
on
certain
Make
reduced
PR'CE lust
wells 115hp Yamaha en
septic system Call Horace mica, all colors Free esti- general repairs Fast and to the door.
.
workload could have you running in
Keenweakness
3bt brick home on
gine 3 new batteries
Sholar, 354-8161 after mates. Wuffts Recovery courteous service. Guaran- ness is not mistaken for
Stay on your toes! Dress to
circles.
arid Dr Now offered at
town.
of
out
weekend
repairs.
a
$9800 753-095.4
on
Spend
n
teed satisfactio
4pm
Murray 436-5560
if meeting with VIPs.
$63900 MLS 04266 Call
impress
A
Free
No service charge.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
CARPET and vinyl installa- LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- estimates 24 hour
kopperud Realty
I9-March 20):
PISCES
plan merits closer scrutiny.
financial
tion and repairs Glen Bob- ING. For all your carpet and emergency service, 7 days
-59'222
isolate you
could
1990 VANDU RA GMC conhome
Staying
medical
or
not postpone a denial
ber 759 1247
upholstery call 753-5827 a week Senior citizens Do
version van 350 overfront today's Ng eYents. A business
speak
to
urge
the
Resist
checkup.
'987 DODGE 600 auto
estimates
Free
drive front and rear air and
discount_ Contact Joe
venture has real potential where
1 TOWNL'country yard CARPET binding and fring- Emergency water removal 10%
sharply to your mate or business
os pb air good condition
stereo TV VCP automatic A
753-7494
at
Design
Custom
Enger
ing
is concerned. lie sure t)) puhltfame
ng
tree
landscapi
S2150 489 2609
mowing
partner.
under
Stall
gold out couch
753-7614 LICENSED for electric and REFINISHING. stripping,
Carpets
Mons.
light
your
removal
tree
clic:
trimming
Check
22):
af23-Aug.
11.E0 (Julywarranty 502-633-6622
'98' MERCURY Cougar
gas 753-7203
hauling Free estimates anytime
•:ustom woodworking
the fine print in an _agreement or
trice new inside excellent ter 5pm or anytime on
Lamb 436-2528
753-8056
CARPORTS for car and McCUISTON Construction
ondibon $3300 '489-2676 weekends 602-633-6622
trucks Special sizes for Add-on, re-roots free esti- ROCKY COLSON Home
Stump
a1er Eiprn
Service
Al
TREE
TODAY'S CHILDREN: Innate curiosity makes these youngsters eager
Chevy
1983
FULL size
753-7317. Repair Roofing, siding,
motor homes boats, RV's mates
Free
spraying
and
removal
Yet, they would rather travel to distant places than read about
scholars.
a/c
1989 PONTIAC Bonneville Conversion van
protecExcellent
etc
and
759-9464
Virgo. \k ill do their
after
con0906
753
plumbing,
estimates
painting,
them in hooks. Thoughtful and conscientious, these
LE loaded sharp one blase amtm cassette ex5pm. 759-9816 753-0495 tion high quality, excellent PLUMBING repairman with creje Free estimates Call homework and household chores with little reminding. Although they
$5500
condition
cellent
after
753-5135
owner
value Roy Hill 759-4664
these caring
753-9371 after 5pm or A 1 TREE removal 8 tree
same day service Call 474-2307
appear to be al(iof. there is nothing haughty' or snohh,y about
6Pm
and quarry tile 436-5255
CERAMIC
weekends
them from reaching out Iii others.
8
keeps
hauling
shyness
Light
certain
trimming
A
Virgos.
990 FORD Thunderbird
odd yobs Free estimates installed No lob too small PLUMBING - Free esti\ and 1•,,re‘
1 kane Ihson•s hest sellitly
V6 loaded $9600 1990
I 1 I ntler a rn lard and updated tory 1,
527-1470 (call collect)
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11141111w
$), Os phi, Si postage and41
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‘,
mates Affordable rate
Silvered°
Chevy
er Flow A strology ('an (trip You hind Your Place (ido's Plan.- vend
to
work
Box 419150. Kansas ('It!, Slo 641.11 %lake ihc.ks p.o.ahlv
to Di toil, L/0 Andrews and Mt!aleel. PI)
ilia extended cab swb
AA TREE trimming and CHARLIE Davidson All Same day service All
492-8816
reroofing
)
and
d
guarantee
Andrews and PekMeel
red $13000 1991 Stratos
yard mowing 436 2102 types of
pairs Torch down rubber
1977 GMC truck $900 ask for Paul
295 200hp Johnson
VCR
VCR REPAIR Wood
roofing 753-5812
$12500 435-4341
192 8475
ALPHA Builders Careen
Service Center. cleaning
BLAZER
S.10
Contnen
Chimney
V-6
1983
CHILI Chlm
'990 LINCOLN
ry remodeling porches
servicing $15 most repairs
4wd ps pb arc Tahoe roofing concrete drive- Sweeps has 10% senior $35 New location Route 1
tal white exterior Dur
low
Package high mileage
guncy interior one owner
citizen dtscounts We sell Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
ways, painting mainte
purchased and serviced price $1950 759-4665 af- nance etc Free estimates
chimney caps and screens Mon -Fn 753-0530
iocally 36xxx miles cuai ter 5pm
435-4191
489 2303
balanced,and the high-card strength
air bags dual power seats
South dealer.
auto
10
S
1985 CHEVY
COLSON'S Home Repair
work,
yard
lots of extras Never da
hauling
S
may be either scattered or largely
AL
le.
vulnerab
outh
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ng, carpentry.
ps pb 4 speed 70 000
753 1 323
Free Remodeli
maged
concentrated in one or two suits.
NORTH
with topper Clean tree removal mowing
miles
plumbing
and
painting
753 5763 after 4 30
estimates 759-1683
South's opening three notrump
truck. $2650 Phone Frank
• 42
436-2575 after 5pm
(dealer)
on
875-4050
Installati
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Stereo
bid in today's deal indicated a balCAR
3
7
Q
9
ANY remodeling building
COUNTERTOPS. custom
753-0113, Sunset Boule
or 502 875-1844
anced hand of 25 to 27 high-card
painting roofing Refer
•7 5 3 2
Homes, traders offices
vara Music Murray s Ai
759-1110
ences
points with strength in all four suits.
•6
1986 CHEVY 20 Suburban
Millis Recovery Murray
pine Car Audio Specialist
Although North had a clear-cut pass
EAST
4x 4 auto pspb V-8 ay/
WEST
436-5560
REPAIRS
CE
APPLIAN
ixieiand Center 1 bloc*
Excellent truck
this case, in many other instances
in
winch
6
7
major
4 10
Factory trained by 3
•K 8 5
'Torn MSka dorms
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
$4375 Phone Frankton
knowledge of South's hand would
his
J
854
manufacturers Most parts
IP
1062
ComMOVING must sell 1990 502 875-4050 (dealer) or in stock on my truck AN and Cooling Service serextremely valuable and would
be
6
•
4
10
•J 9
plete installation and
502 875-1844
Portac LeMans LE auto
work and parts warranted
the way for North to amve at
pave
+752
at
03
Gary
4KQJ1
Call
vice
your
II vou have something to sell, here's the way to make
4 door amlm rear defrost
Ask for Andy at The Apgame or slam contract.
best
the
Suburban
20
CHEVY
1986
Network
759-4754
SOUTH
voiLe heard It's the Kenta,...10 Statewide Classified
excellent condition, great
753-2455
r plays correctly, he
4x4 auto pspb V-8 w/ pkame Works,
If
declare
place a 20-ward ad in 80 Katucky
can
you
8149,
3
For
Q
A
•
obo
$52000
;as mileage
DON'T wait until the last
winch excellent truck
. Assume West
notrump
SERVICE
newspapers with a potenual audience of more than 1,000,000
CE
three
makes
APPLIAN
K
V A
437-3065
minute, start your fall clean$4375 Phone Frankton, Kenmore Westinghouse
readers
by leading the K-Q-J of clubs.
starts
Q
8
K
•
A
wagons
hauling,
station
to
antiques
Clearing,
from
now
up
We've sold everything
502 875-4050 (dealer) or Whirlpool 30. years ex
South wins the third club with the
+ A 98 4
cleaned any other
From steel bui:dusgs to sewing machines
502 875-1844
BOBBY gutters
perience
ace and cashes the A-K-Q-8 of diaContact this newspaper for details Then get ready to sell
jobs that you've been
odd
bidding:
The
HOPPER 436-5848
pick-up
Ford
753-8461
F250
off
1987
putting
monds and A-K of hearts, then puts
East
North
West
Motorcycles
South
auto writ) dual tanks, ra- BACKHOE Service ROY evenings
West on lead by playing the nine of
Pass
KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
Pass
Pass
NT
3
'390 DR350 SUZUKI only dial ores heavy duty and HILL Septic system driveWest scores the 10-3 of clubs
clubs.
RK
clubs.
NVIAVO
reof
king
IED
finishing,
—
lead
CLASSIF
Opening
xx miles excellent condi- sharp truck $4150 Phone ways hauling foundations DRYWALL
then yield the game-going
must
but
pairs additions and blowFrankfort 5028754050 etc 759 4664
tion $1950 Call 753-1668
by leading either a
declarer
753-4761
to
trick
ing
ceilings
openve
descripti
most
the
844
Among
(dealer) or 502-8751
1990 SUZUKI RN 125
queen or a spade to
dummy's
to
heart
ing bids a player can make are those
1987 NISSAN pickup,
Peterson pro-suspension
A-Q.
South's
-by
,
notrump
three
or
two
one,
of
FMF pipe very strong ex- char gray air 5-speed.
Note that if declarer, after cashing
which opener can accurately portray
cellent condition $1500 alum wheels tinted winA-K-Q-8 of diamonds and A-K of
his
baland
points
d
high-car
d
30
3
scattere
$3000 obo
firm 759-9181 before
dows
attempts to gain his ninth
hearts,
anced distribution,all in one motion.
or leave message
489-2022
The far more common opening trick by leading a low spade toward
has the
bid of one of a suit is much more dummy's jack, hoping East
king, he goes down. West takes the
ambiguous.The high-card valuescan
king of spades and cashes the 10-3 of
range from 12to 21 points,the distridown one.
bution may or may not be evenly clubs to put the contract
Tomorrow:Test your dummy play.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Contract Bridge

Bid Better, Play Better

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS

YARD
SALE
SEASON

STOSI ICITCHEN CAIMINET
C USTOU MOODWOOIKJNG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by 8 see our showroom
409 S,P.IGURY

urARAY Bonne! Bunny Finbad;

rsa-seto

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands window air concbeoners refngerators • freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas/. Meiotic ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-KelvInstor-Emerson-Brown
*AN Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-5341 or 753-1270

Steelemillbritten, Inc. . .

j

Mathis Transmission

Service
624 N

4th St

Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front vvticil drive.
Overdrive. automatic P ,,t.indard
transmissions
Vie

SetN ICC

W hat la

• FR1.1% 1%f-A

i

‘1(

II

4, •
1
/

12 Month 12,(X)() Mile Warranty

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
'7.50
$12.50
'15.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
ay 3 p.m.
Tuesd
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
the

Murra3r Ledger & Times
Classified Department

Calf Today
Professional
Real Estate
Office
Located bid&
Joe Smith Carpet

"I want your
real estate business"
'Total Commitment
to Service

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 7514591

EY $ $
$ $ SAVE MONControl
Service on

your
Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest
$25.00
for
service
y
quarterl
a
you
offer
can
we
home when
every three months fuNy guaranteed???
We also offer:
-FREE Termite Inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
-Automatic Temp-Vents Installed
CALL TODAY AND SAYE!!

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Murray,
lionotor • John Mnohinfl
**Serving You Since MSS"
Whon You's?* TrIod Thorn AN Coll SERVALL

Phone 753-6433

Ky.

,
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Looking Back

Today in History
Ten years ago
Today is Thursday. Sept. 17, the 261st day of 1992. There arc 105
-Calloway County HosMurray
year.
the
in
left
days
of Commissioners
pital
Board
Today's Highlight in History:
comwas
States
the process of appwill
United
continue
the
of
Constitution
the
On Sept. 17, 1787,
lying for a major piece of compupleted and signed by a majority of delegates attending the constituter analysis equiment known as a
tional convention in Philadelphia.
.
CAT-SCAN
date:
this
On
Terry Bourland, son of Mr. and
In 1862, Union forces hurled back a Confederate invasion of MaryMrs. Garvin Bourland and a 1982
land in the Civil War Battle of Antietam.
of Calloway County
pregraduate
"MASH"
series
-drama
comedy
the
ago,
In 1972, 20 years
was presented the
School,
High
miered on CBS.
by MurrayAward
Ambassador
MenaMinister
Prime
Israeli
David,
In 1978, after meeting at Camp
Chamber of
County
Calloway
framework
a
signed
Sadat
Anwar
President
Egyptian
and
Begin
chem
Commerce for his outstanding
for a peace treaty.
performance recently in winning
assaswas
Somoza
Anastasio
President
Nicaraguan
In 1980, former
National Extemporaneous
the
sinated in Paraguay.
Contest at Indianapolis,
Speaking
black
first
the
became
York
New
of
In 1983, Vanessa Williams
Ind.
also
she
July,
following
(The
America.
Miss
crowned
be
contestant to
The Golden Aires Quartet
became the first Miss America to resign in the wake of her Penthouse
of Darvin Stom, Danny
composed
magazine scandal.) Miller and Max
Jackie
Garland,
H.
In 1986, the Senate confirmed the nomination of William
one of six gosbe
will
McGinnis
States.
United
the
of
Rehnquist to become the 16th chief justice
at Reidsinging
a
at
groups
its
pel
for
Israel
condemned
Council
Security
U.N.
The
Ten years ago:
on
Stadium
School
High
of
land
assassination
military incursion into west Beirut following the
18.
Sept.
Israelis'
the
demanded
and
Gemayel,
Lebanese President-elect Bashir
withdrawal.
Five years ago: The city of Philadelphia, birthplace of the U.S.
Constitution, threw a big party to celebrate the 200th anniversary of
DEAR ABBY: I am 32, and so is
the historic document.
One year ago: The U.N. General Assembly opened its 46th session, my boyfriend. We have been going
welcoming new members Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, North and South together for two years and living
together for the last eight months.
Korea, the Marshall Islands and Micronesia.
We have both been married. We
85.
is
Burger
Warren
Justice
Chief
Today's Birthdays: Former U.S.
with our high school sweeteloped
Actor Roddy McDowall is 64. Actress Anne Bancroft is 61. Actress hearts. He had to get married
59.
is
-Iowa,
R
Dorothy Loudon is 59. Sen. Charles E. Grassley,
because he got a girl pregnant. I got
Author Ken Kesey is 57. Actor Paul Benedict is 54. Supreme Court married to get out of the house. I
Justice David H. Souter is 53. Cartoonist Jeff MacNelly is 45. Actor had a friendly divorce. His was a
mess. He was deeply hurt and says
John Riuer is 44. Singer Fee Waybill is 42.
of
never wants to get married
he
rights
the
protect
to
exist
"Governments
Thought for Today:
again, and he doesn't want any chilminorities. The loved and the rich need no protection — they have dren. I would like to have at least
many friends and few enemies." — Wendell Phillips, American aboli- one.
tionist (1811-1884).
INA, I ..ould like to have a ring

Twenty years ago
Graham Feltner, Jim Stabler
and Dan Winters were elected as
officers of Calloway County
Farm Bureau.
The Rev. Lloyd Cornell, director of Baptist Student Union at
Murray State University, was
guest speaker at a meeting of
Murray Kiwanis Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Terry Goodwin is the new
director of Calloway County
High School Band.
Dr. H.C. Denham has opened
his offices for the practice of
optometry in the Bel-Air Shopping Center. His wife is the former Shirley Brannon.
Murray High School Tigers
lost to Mayfield High School
Cardinals 28 to 14 in a football
game at Holland Field.
Thirty years ago
Rotary District Governor Tom

Duncan Reed of Springfield was
guest speaker at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club held at Murray Woman's Club House.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Morganfield 42 to 7 in a
football game at Morganfield.
Mrs. Henry Dumas presented a
lesson on "Planning A Basic
Wardrobe" at a meeting of West
Hazel Homemakers Club held at
the home of Mrs. Bobby Coles.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Richard Wilson, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. W.M.
Miller and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Keith Hill.
Mrs. Octa Geurin and Mrs.
Vera Falwell have returned from
a trip to visit their nephew, Thomas Fenton Carraway and Mrs.
Carraway at Baltimore, Md.
Forty years ago
A feature story about "Method-

and told him so. He says that he
will give me a ring, but it will not be
an engagement ring — it will be
more like a "promise" ring. Would
this be appropriate since we have
both been married before?
I feel a little cheated. Should I?
Please rush your response to me
because my birthday is coming up
soon and I think he's giving me a
ring. If he does, on which finger
should I wear it?
LIVING AS TWO,
BUT FEELING LIKE ONE

you a ring, it doesn't matter on
which finger you wear it, since
he has made it clear that he
doesn't want to get married
again. You cannot consider this
an "engagement" ring, but if he
calls it a "promise"ring — what
is he promising?
If you want marriage and
children, you should look elsewhere, because he has already
told you that he wants neither.
Give him an "A"for honesty, but
keep your options open.

DEAR LIVING: If he gives

DEAR ABBY At age 43, I had

BLONDIE

rr

THEY
DO

•
.

•

Dcar Abby

Daily Comics
I THOUGHT ',OUR
PARENTS WANTED
YOu TO PLAY

ism in Murray" and the new
Methodist church building to be
erected on Maple Street is published. The story was written by
Nat Ryan Hughes.
Lyda Gerhart, former home
worker for Woman's Society of
Christian Sevice of Methodist
Church, will speak at Murray and.
Lynn Grove Methodist Churches
on Sept. 17 and at Hazel Methodist Church on Sept. 18.
Mary Rogers presented a lesson on "Fashion Trends" at a
meeting of South Murray Homemakers Club held at home of
Mrs. Davy Hopkins.
Betty Ann Rogers of Fairmont,
W.Va., has been the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Phelps of
Tunica, Miss., have been the
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. R.M. Miller.

THE FAR SIDE

wAS THE COACHING
STAFF WHO SAID
TWAT

By GARY LARSON

0.199214MWmA441:ftirbWistkowntaipms*A4A1
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-41

almost given up on finding love. But
now I find myself involved with a
very loving man of 33. This will be
the first'marriage for both of us.
I've always wanted children, but
now I wonder if I am too old. I
would be interested in the opinions
of your readers who have had their
first child at age 46 or 47.
I worry that perhaps I would not
be energetic enough, and wonder if
it would be fair to a child to have a
menopausal mom who looks more
like a grandmother than a mother
at PTA meetings.
Knowing what they know now,
would any of your readers who have
been down this road do it again?
FOUND LOVE LATE
DEAR LOVE FOUND LATE:
Age is only a number. The condition of one's health is the
important factor here. I
wouldn't be too concerned
about how my children "might'
feel having a mom who looks
more like a grandmother at
PTA meetings. Many women
have chosen to delay motherhood — so you could find yourself in the company of contemporaries.

rr

•

•••11...

DEAR ABBY: When I read the

400

F

letter signed "Guilty Conscience," I

9-17

felt a mixture of relief and anxiety.
Relief to know there are others like
me who steal things they can afford
to buy, and anxiety because I feel

CALVIN and HOBBES
11-10 THINK THE CAMERA
IS A DISPASSIONAn
MACHINE THig RC-CORDS
0.4_4 FACTS, BUT REALLY ,
CAMEROS LIE ALL
TilE TIME'SELKT
TUE FACTS AMP

11-115 IS 141-IAT I
LIKE ABOuT
PI•loTOGRAPWI
PEOPLE THINK
CAMERAS -ALWAYS
TELL TUE TRUTH

gth
:ely

Is This EqUA

FOR UMPLE, I'VE CLEARED
CfF TIAS CORNER Of RI BED.
IRV1 A PICTURE OF ME KRE,
BUT CROP OUT ALL TUE MESS
iski0B0 tAE, 5Z) VT- 1.00113, LIKE
1
I KEEP VII ReeM TIO1

LEGAL?

IS;
7.11‘

1X) MMAINLkTE

THE

rap

$.%1MT, LET
RE Cot.%
to11 HAIR
AND MOH
A TIE.

guilty.
I am happily married to a fine.
hard-working husband, have two
_
wonderful Children and a_ beautiful
home. Yet, I shoplift.(Always items
under $10.)
Thank you, Abby, for giving me a
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CATHY
I CAN'T WEAR

A LEOPARD
PRINT SUIT TO
THE OFFICE.

140635E63SE.
EvERYONE
WILL BE
WEARiNG
THEM.

1

IF EVERYONE'S` NOT TRUE. IF You'RE THE FIRST TO WEAR
WEAR(NCT THEM, 401.1 JUST ONE TO THE OFFICE YOU'LL BE
HAVE 'TO SE SETTING THE LEOPARD PRINT
THEN I DEFITHE FIRST P100E, AND EVERYONE ELSE
NITELY CAN'T
WILL JUST BE AN IMITATOR!
TO WEAR
WEAR ONE TO
ONE TO
THE OFFICE...}
THE OFFICE.

TA
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Laura runs to greet her pa in this scene from
"Big Nose on the Prairie."

ing
1 Moccasin
4 Lesley —
9 Rubber tree
12 Mountain on
Crete
13 Indian tent
14 Indian weight
15 Dawn
goddess
18 Hebrew

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
IT•513EEN A GCOD LIFE,
JIM.
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UJF:PlE- YOUNG AND
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PEANUTS

ME TO RAKE YOUR LEAVES
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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SOMEHOW I THINK YOU AND
ARE IN THiS TO6ETI.4ER

NE SAYS TO COME BACK IN
A MONTH HE'S WAITING FOR
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GC/TT: I'm a healthy 35year-old male. Although I've always
kept fit, this year I committed myself
to a serious athletic program. As a result, I lost 35 pounds in four months
and am down to 150 pounds. I eat well
and, physically, I feel great. My problem is that I've now gone through a
period of serious depression, notice a
lack of self-esteem and the things that
were once very important to me seem
trivial. Could the change in my emotional state be related to the weight
loss or exercise, or is the timing
coincidental?

DEAR READER: The timing is
probably coincidental. Ordinarily,
taking control of your life by eating
prudently and exercising will alleviMISSUra
ate
depression. Certainly, trimming
17 Have on
down and feeling physically fit should
one's
improve your self-esteem. The loss of
person
interest may be a consequence of
18 Musical
instruments
depression.
20 Diphthong
I suspect that your emotional
21 Charleston's
9-17 01992 United Feature Syndicate symptoms may simply have been
St.
masked by your previous, unhealthy
23 The — Gees
4 Put away for
habits — such as over-eating. Watch
24 Apportions
safekeeping
out that you don't become "addicted"
10 Meadow
28 Circle part
DOWN
5 Mild
11 Go astray
to strenuous athletics; the syndrome
30 One-humped
Simians
8
17 Unites
obsessive exercise is now becoming
of
1 Dessert
carnet
woman
That
7
doe*
2 Fuss
32 Disturbance
French
8
widely
recognized. People with this
Hebrew
19
3 Johnny —
34 ntilt drink
article
syndrome come to depend on endormonth
9 Employ
phins, naturally occurring substances
20 Ginger —
21 Hindu
in the brain, which are released by exmonts
ercise and make us feel good. With
22 slony
3
2
1
Mill 7 I
4
this addictive pattern, people feel sul110 11
24 C rection
len and fatigued if they are deprived
fault
14
•
a
ol
i2
of even one day of exercise. The treat25 Grains
il
ment is moderate physical activity.
28 7set
Because I believe your feelings are
27 Country of
independent of your new, healthful
Asia
hi
lifestyle, I recommend that you check
29 Native
Egyptian
with your doctor for an exam — to
Milill 31 H worn room make sure a physical ailment,such as
33"
diabetes or a thyroid disorder, isn't
37 - Cross
your problem — and for furcausing
p
38
aguas
WI
hia
ther advice. You might,be helped by
42 S
some short-term counseling or you
a Ucla
may need prescription anti-depres45 P ttco
sant
medicine to relieve your
isplaced
N
46
WI
hil
hil
ill
:
47
irlod of
ill
1/1
symptoms.
41
we
To give you more information, 1.am
WI
411 F Knale sheep sending you a free copy of my Health
40 P
Report 'Mental and Emetlosal Illness." Other readers who would like a
OVI. 99cY•
copy should send $1.25 plus a long,
ilill
WI
PI
53
ii
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
55 E
il
PO. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101WI
3369. Be safe to mention the title.
ill
IN
ill
ill
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ASK YOUR PAD IF HE uJANT5

35 Mix
38 Vital
39 Capuchin
monkey
40 Sofa
41 River In
Scotland
43 Note of scale
44 Paid notice
45 Little
47 Secluded
valley
50 The sweetsop
51 "The —
Couple"
54 Veneration
55 Make
amends
58 Ocean
57 Still
58 Chairs
59 Scottish cap
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Abby's family recipes are included in
her Cookbooklet! Send a long (businesssize), self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $3.95 44.50 in
Canada) to: Dear Abby. Cookbooklet No.
1, P.O. Box 447. Mount Morris, tIl. 61054.1Postage is included.)
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chance to get this off my chest. I
never knew there was a "cure" for
this habit.
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Lack ofattention
might have caused
boat-barge collision

Jimmy L. Johnson
Services fcv Jimmy Leon Johnson were- today at 11:30 a.m.-in
Lelion Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Warren -1 Sykes officiated.
Pallbearers were Raymond
Merrell, Phillip Merrell, Jim
Bvie, Heriwin Roebke, Johnny
Kirkendolf and Steve Overby.
01 follow in Rose
Burial
I awn Mciiior Garden there.
Mr. John' ii, it, Rt. 3, Pans,
Tenn . died Mondo at 7 a.m. at
Hem Co.inty Medical Center,
Paris tits death iollowed a long
Illness.
Born Jan 1 5, 1441, in Hazel,
he is the son ot net Shrader
Johnson ao,1 the iate Lige ir(11
o brothers, Paul and
John.on
3 P • Johii:on, pry:Med him m

death.
He was a disabled employee of
the city of Paris and a member of
Central Point Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary Ann Roebke Johnson,
to whom he was married on Sept.
7, 1968; two daughters, Lynn
Ball and Came Diane Thompson.
Paris; three sons. Gary Allen
Johnson, Waterbury, Conn., and
Richard A. and Brian L. Johnson.
Mundelein, 111.; his mother, Mrs.
Inez Shrader Johnson, Paris;
three sisters. Mrs. Gene Merrell,
Paris, Mrs. Erceilla (Candy) Merrell, Puryear. Tenn., and Mrs.
Berlene Brooks. Hardin; two
brothers. Dale Johnson, Paris,
and Randall Johnson, Chicago.
III.; eight grandchildren.

Mrs. Betty Jean Broughton
1 he turieral tor Mrs. Bett> Jean
'.•,Ineday at 2
Broughtoo •.S
Collier Funp.m. In the .ha;\
eral Home li;mi.or, The Re b
C C iltashc! omi,iated Burial
co. Cemetery,
f4
v.a. in I.

Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Phyllis June Joyce and
Mrs.. debra Ann Miller, Benton;
three sisters, Mrs. Nell Clark,
Benton, Mrs. Lovella Pace. Hardin, and-Mrs. Erma Callihan._MaY -

,>cirota,
%tr.
die.?
oititt's

field,. two brothers, Leroy Clark,
Benton, and Joe Clark, Bellville,
Mich.; three grandchildren.
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`Doonesbury' inspiration
dies Wednesday at age 82
t AP,
.1. the pipe..,ngressv.o.; t:••• -DoonesTharat
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She Aas a former model for
Harper's Bazaar magazine, an
editor at Vogue magazine and
of-an etiquette_ book that
sold 1 million copies.
During the 1970s she headed
Nev. letsey's Diision of Consuma Aflatrs.
She was first elected to Congress in 1974 and resigned in
1982 in an unsuccessful run for
the Senate.
President Reagan named her
the first U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization in 1983. She
retired in 1987.
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FRANKFORT, KY — Are you
prepared to recover quickly and
reopen for business following a
damaging earthquake?
Small business people in Kentucky and surrounding states may
not ask themselves that question
very often. But the earthquake
threat in the Central U.S. is very
real, and businesses should take the
necessary steps to prepare themselves for the threat.
A one-day seminar. "Planning to
Business'
Small
Survive:
Emergency Planning and Recovery," will help business people to
get ready for a damaging earthquake.
It will be offered on Wednesday,
October 28. at Kenlake State Resort
Park Lodge at Hardin, Kentucky, in
Calloway County. Sponsored by
Kentucky Disaster and Emergency
Services and the Murray State University Office of Economic Development, the seminar will help businesses identify earthquake risks,
prioritize important business functions and determine what to expect
from employees following an earth-

Official demoted
for giving police
students' names

RESIDENTIAL
MORTGAGES

VICTORIA, Texas (AP) — A
motorist who drove off without
paying for S21.52 worth of gasoline and tried to outrun police in
a stolen car was killed in a crash
at a busy intersection, authorities
say.
The chase Wednesday began
30 miles from Victoria in Seadrift
and ended with the car crashing
into a truck and ricocheting into

RATES

Man charged after climbing arch
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
ST. LOUIS (AP) — A man
53-square-mile quarantine on
who climbed the 630-foot Gateproduce has been imposed in the
way Arch with suction cups and
been
has
top
the
Gabriel Valley to contain the
from
ted
San
parachu
spread of Mediterranean fruit
charged with two misdemeanors.
flies.
"It's clearly a great stunt,"
Eleven of the crop-destroying
U.S. Attorney Stephen Higgins
pests have been trapped there
said. "It's just something the
since Sept. 8.
Park Service doesn't take
The quarantine imposed WedI ightl y."
nesday by the state Agriculture
John Vincent, 25, of El Paso,
Texas, was charged with climbDepartment means fruit, vegeting a national monument and
ables and nuts can't leave the
parachuting in a national park. area. The U.S. Department of
Each offense carries up to six
Agriculture has also imposed a
months in prison and a $500 fine. 62-square-mile quarantine in the
Vincent scaled the stainless
San Jose area.
The Medfly female burrows
steel arch before dawn Monday.
into fruit and can lay as many as
Last year, he parachuted from
the World Trade Center, New 600 eggs in its 30-day life span.
York's tallest building at 1,368 The hatched maggots ruin the
fruit.
feet.

(202) 442-9929

g, 33,803
Extended Cab, Ail Condition, Automatic. Power Steerin
Miles.
753-2617
Pails
Hwy. 641 South, Murray

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
TWO
MEDIUM

TWO
LARGE

10-Topping
Pizzas

10-Topping
Pizzas

Fresh Provolone
Cheese.
Fresh Cheddar
Cheese
Pepperoni Slices
Burger

•

Choice of Toppings
Fresh Bell Peppers
Spicy Italian
Mild Sausage
Sausage
Fresh Mushrooms
Canacian Style
Fresh Chunky
Bacon
Tomatoes
Black or Green
Fresh Onions
Olives
Jalapeno Peppers

TWO
LUNCH
BUFFETS

TWO
DINNER
BUFFETS

$5.99

$6.99

Must present coupon
/3412
Esp:irss
.
i ret

HIM &MHO 0044007
81

register
Erases 12/3142

Large
One Topping
Pizza

$6.99..„
rk.

sir

Orconst Crust
Mat present coupon
at newsier
Ewes 12/3142

a
1•41,

TWO
LUNCH
BUFFETS

TWO
DINNER
BUFFETS

Medium
Gaul's Favorite
Gorr Doluss. Mortara+
Superoni or Use Market

$5.99

$6.99

Mum pews coupon
a rapier
Egan 12/3142

awe masa moon
a nosier
Emotes 1213112

9..0
$7.9
Original Cnaf
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another car.
Sheriff's Deputy Ron Kruger
said he clocked the unidentified
26-year-old man at up to 120
mph. "The ol' boy was not going
to stop for nothing," Kruger said.
The driver of the other car suffered a fractured leg and his wife
had facial injuries, authorities
said. The truck driver had minor
injuries.
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ONEONTA, N.Y. (AP) — An
administrator at the State University of New York at Oneonta has
been demoted for giving a list of
black students to police investigating an off-campus assault.
University President Alan B.
Donovan said Wednesday he suspended Leif Hartmark without
pay for a month and demoted him
from vice president of administration tc, director of finance
and administration.
Releasing the list was a
"breach of trust and a violation
of the privacy of our students,"
Donovan said.
Police questioned 80 men on
the list about an assault on a
77-year-old woman who said she
was attacked by a black man. No
arrests have been made.
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Survival Planning: A Practical
Guide for Businesses, and conducts
business disaster survival training
around the country.
While the seminar focuses on
earthquake emergencies, the information which participants will get
can be applied to any other threat
from natural or technological hazards.
For more information,contact the
Murray State University Office of
Economic Development at (502)
762-4220 or the Kentucky DES
Earthquake Program in Frankfort at
(502) 564-8628.

quake.
A $45 registration fee includes
course materials, a carrying case
and lunch. This seminar is aimed at
executives, department managers
and others whose responsibilities
include preparing emergency plans
for businesses.
Judy Bell, President of Disaster
Survival Planning of Port Hueneme.
California, will conduct the seminar. Ms. Bell coordinated the restoration of Pacific Bell Telephone's
service network following the 1987
Whittier earthquake in California.
She has written a book, Disaster

Motorist killed while fleeing police

BIRMINGHAM. Ala. (AP) —
A nurse has been convicted of
murdering a quadriplegic by giving him a fatal dose of heart
medicine for what prosecutors
said was the thrill of watching
niedical personnel scramble to
sac the patient.
Joseph De..key Akin, 35, of
Marietta, Ga., could get 10 years
to life in prison at sentencing
Oct. 7. He was convicted Wednesday in pie 1991 death of
32-year-old Robert J. Price Jr. at
Cooper Green Hospital, where
Akin worked.
Akin has also been investigated but not charged in connection with at least 15 hospital
deaths in the Atlanta area.
Assistant District Attorney
Roger Brown said Akin gave
Price four times the normal
amount of lidocaine, a drug used
to control irregular heartbeat.
That triggered Price's heart
monitor alarm and a "code blue"
alert, which signals a patient
emergency.
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EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP)
— Investigators think that a
Sept. 6 accident on the Ohio
River that killed five people
may have happened because
no one was watching where
the boat was going.
"The only thing we can see
so far is no proper outlook."
said Kentucky Water Patrol
Officer Rick Minton.
"Nobody was looking forward. period."
Investigators hope to find
out more about the accident
this week when they talk to
the only survivor — 13-yearold Lisa Comerford.
Comerford has been upset
since the incident, but has consented to be interviewed, Minton said.
Investigators concluded last
week that the 18-foot pleasure
boat had no mechanical problems that would have caused
the accideni
Killed in the accident were
Margaret Comerford, 36; her
2-year-old,daughter, Katerina;
Russell Fogerson, 30, the driver of the boat; his wife. Barbara, 28; and their 11-year-old
daughter, Sara.
Dr. Mark LeVaughn, *a
pathologist at Regional Medical Center in Madisonville.
Ky., said that results of bloodalcohol tests on Russell Fogerson may not be available for at
least a week.
Eyewitnesses have been
able to provide a few clues
about the Labor Day weekend
collision between the boat and
a barge near Old Shawnee-'
town, Ill.
Minton, the accident's chief
investigator, said a boat containing other friends and family members was about 1 1/i
miles behind the boat when
the accident occurred. They
did not see the accident, Minton said.

Quadriplegic killed
by nurse with fatal
dose of heart medicine
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